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EU music
department holds
first faculty recital
By Nathan Hirth
Staff Writer
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New semester brings changes to campus
By Hannah McDonald
News Editor

Following the six-week winter break, Edinboro students
returned to campus to find both loud and quiet alterations.
On the east end of Edinboro University of Pennsylvania,
the Van Houten Marketplace reopened after a semester-long
hiatus. The newly renovated dining hall officially began
serving students again on Monday, Jan. 22, the same day
university officials and student ambassadors participated in a
ribbon cutting ceremony.
Included in the $900,000 renovations to the facility were
cosmetic improvements such as fresh flooring, the addition of
a media lounge, and new furniture. Van Houten now features
an updated menu with foods described to fit students’ dietary
needs, along with made-to-order dishes and locally-sourced
produce.
“The improvements to Van Houten are among the
university’s ongoing plans to help each and every student
continue to learn and grow,” Dr. Michael Hannan, Edinboro’s
provost and vice president for academic affairs, said in a press
release preceding the reopening.
In campus life, “What’s UP Wednesdays!” are the newest
additions.
“Each Wednesday, there will be an activity on the second
floor of Pogue for students to stop by and take part in,”
Michelle Ritzel said. Ritzel is the director of campus life and
leadership development, along with being a deputy Title IX
coordinator.
Continuing, Ritzel said: “Campus Life wants to get the
students engaged on campus. There is so much to do and
we would love to see the students take part in these events.
Also, by attending events, you can give us feedback as to what
you would like to see happen, [and give] ideas on events,
clubs and other ways to be engaged. Ultimately, we want the
students to be happy and enjoy their EU experience; being

involved and invested in their engagement is critical to that.”
This addition is already in effect. If students would like
to know more information, event details will be posted on
BoroSync weekly.
The next major renovation planned for Edinboro will begin
in the 2019-20 academic year. From then until the 2021-22
year, the Baron-Forness Library will undergo renovations
which will create workspaces for the “modern student.” This
will follow the takeoff of the Innovative Beehive Network, a
program which has begun this semester as well.
The initiative is a program involving four local colleges
— Mercyhurst, Gannon, Penn State Behrend and Edinboro
— creating a network to assist business start-ups and
entrepreneurs.
Edinboro’s Beehive lab, which was made possible by
$400,000 in grants, “will be housed in the Baron-Forness
Library, [and] will focus on marketing, advertising and public
relations,” according to an October 2017 article published in
The Spectator.
Academic programs are seeing additions with the new year
as well. New programs are being brought to the university to
fit regional needs following a study on the workforce by the
Education Advisory Board. Edinboro University announced
on Jan. 25 that it will host a Master of Business Administration
program beginning in January 2019 (full article on right).
In addition to new programs, current ones are gaining
“prestigious national accreditation,” such as Edinboro’s doctor
of nursing program, according to a university press release.
The press release states the five-year accreditation is the
“maximum duration for a first-time applicant.”
The Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE)
granted Edinboro the accreditation, “which offers the
program in conjunction with Clarion University.”
Hannah McDonald can be reached at eupnews.spectator@
gmail.com.

Trump delivers ﬁrst State of the Union,
attempts to recast as ʻunifying ﬁgureʼ
By Noah Bierman

Tribune Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON — President Donald
Trump tried to shed the polarizing image
and words that have stunted his popularity
and thwarted his ability to pass bipartisan
legislation, attempting to recast himself
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on Tuesday as a unifying figure in his first
State of the Union address.
“Tonight, I call upon all of us to set
aside our differences, to seek out common
ground, and to summon the unity we need
to deliver for the people,” he said at the top
of his roughly 80-minute speech. “This
is really the key: These are the people we

were elected to serve.”
It was a striking difference in tone for a
president who came into office decrying
“American carnage” at his inaugural, and
since then has often spoken and tweeted in

See SOTU, A2

The Arts

The semester is upon us, the lines have been drawn and the
battle horn has been sounded. Well, perhaps it isn’t quite that
dramatic, but there certainly was a horn sounded at Friday’s
faculty recital in the Dr. William P. Alexander Music Center
Recital Hall.
The performance was put on by Dr. Sarah Schouten, a
horn and trumpet instructor at Edinboro University of
Pennsylvania, and Dr. Amber Shay Nicholson, a private
instructor and freelance performer. Schouten played the horn
section with Nicholson on the piano. Together, they played
Mozart’s Concerto No. 4 and Paul Basler’s “Divertimento,”
while Schouten also performed Dante Yenque’s “Tanguito” and
Andrea Clearfield’s “River Melos” solo.
And if the music wasn’t enough, history lessons about the
pieces preceded each performance. For instance, Schouten
informed the audience about the South African influences on
Basler’s Divertimento. Or, how Mozart’s Concerto No. 4 wasn’t
the fourth one he wrote, but it had been mistakenly numbered
later. With several of her students in the audience, it’s not
surprising that Schouten took the opportunity to increase their
knowledge of the subject.
Starting at 4 p.m., the recital lasted for a little over an hour
and was the first such event of this semester. Both performers
considered it a success.
“It’s always fun making music, especially with friends,”
Schouten said.
She was also pleased with the opportunity to further instruct
her students, listing that as another reason she considered
the recital to have been a success. She even announced to her
students what they would likely be working on in the following

See Recital, A2

Edinboro University
welcomes new
graduate program
By Hannah McDonald
News Editor

Last Thursday, Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
announced a Master of Business Administration (MBA)
program had been approved by the PASSHE Board of
Governors. The Jan. 25 press release read that the “innovative
delivery method will meet the needs of working professionals.”
The new program is designed to teach students to focus
on the decision-making process, unlike traditional MBA
programs, and prepare them for roles in business-related work.
Students enrolled in the program will have the opportunity
to take all of the required courses either online or on campus,
on a class-by-class basis.
“The program will also be offered in an accelerated format,
which will allow students to complete an MBA in as little as one
calendar year,” Edinboro announced last week.
“This innovative delivery method will allow working
professionals to attend classes in a manner that meets their
individual needs,” Dr. Scott Miller, dean of EUP’s School of
Business, said in the press release.
According to the release, research by the Education Advisory
Board (EAB) found that Erie County was facing a skills gap,
unmet by similar programs currently offered at other local
universities. Edinboro announced it will continue to work
as a public regional comprehensive university to respond to
evolving needs of the regional workforce.
Dr. Erinn Lake, executive director of EUP’s School of
Graduate Studies and Research, said, “Edinboro University is
pleased to receive approval to offer an MBA with such delivery
flexibility.”
Students who choose to pursue an undergraduate degree in
business majors and have met certain requirements will have
the opportunity to continue their education and receive their
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and an MBA in
five years.
Edinboro anticipates the program will be offered beginning
in January 2019.
Hannah McDonald can be reached at eupnews.spectator@
gmail.com.

Sports
Amity Fest II
Arts editor, Livia
Homerski, interviews
bands at Erie’s Amity
Fest II, put together
by an Edinboro
student, A5.

Wheelchair basketball go 1-3 in
tournament play, B2.
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Former EU professor
subject of Erie gallery
The Spectator
The Erie Art Museum will host a gallery honoring James
McMurray, a professor emeritus for Edinboro University, from
Feb. 9 to June 10.
The gallery, titled “Faces and Places,” will feature “closely
observed portraits of people and places: family, home, studio
and the surrounding woods,” according to a press release from
the museum.
The press release also states: “McMurray’s paintings tell a
story of home and passing time. There are portraits of friends
who have passed on, trees that have fallen, and ponds and
meadows through seasonal changes.”
Additionally, the gallery will feature self-portraits by
McMurray. He creates these each year around his birthday.
“A skilled painter who works primarily in oil on canvas,
McMurray is capable of layering glaze over subtle brushwork
to achieve representational illusions,” according to the press
release. “He can also portray the essence of his subject en plein
air, using rapid brushstrokes to carve form and capture a sense
of changing light.”
The museum has recently expanded and been named
the “first LEED-certified building in the region, soon to
be complete with a planted rooftop.” It has a collection of
over 8,000 objects and offers various education programs,
according to the release.
The Erie Art Museum is open Tuesday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.
For more information on the museum or the gallery, visit
erieartmuseum.org, or call (814) 459-5477.

SOTU
From A1
harsh terms about his perceived enemies, including lawmakers of
both parties and his vanquished opponent, Hillary Clinton.
Trump continued to warn against what he sees as the scourge
of illegal immigration. But he cloaked the warnings with soft
descriptions of the American character, describing the nation as
“one team, one people and one American family,” and suggested
immigrant communities actually would benefit from his policies.
He alluded to one frequent target, the mostly black NFL players
who have protested police violence and other racial injustice by
kneeling for the national anthem, but did so only obliquely, not
mentioning them as he usually does but instead emphatically
equating reverence for service members with “why we proudly
stand for the national anthem.”
As he reeled off natural disasters and tragedies of the last year,
including the shooting at a congressional baseball practice that
nearly killed a Republican House leader, he emphasized that
“we came together, not as Republicans or Democrats, but as
representatives of the people.”
The speech came in what’s become a familiar spot for Trump:
at a historic low in polls, furious over the Russia investigation and
frustrated that he is not getting credit for a good economy.
But the president put much of that aside, claiming credit for
the economy as he sought to lay the groundwork for a bipartisan
achievement that has eluded him, on immigration, and a major
new infrastructure initiative. He said notably little about three
issues that animated his campaign and first year as president:
health care, trade and the international Iran nuclear deal. Trump
also made no mention of China.
Trump, like other presidents facing troubles, is hoping the
high-profile, nationally televised speech will help him move past
the tumult in his White House and the shadow of the Russia
investigation, an inquiry into his campaign’s possible collusion
with Russia’s election meddling and his own alleged acts of
obstruction, that has clouded his first year. Trump refrained from
mentioning the investigation.
“This is in fact our new American moment,” Trump said,
repeating a phrase used by Clinton to describe President Barack
Obama’s foreign policy when she served as his secretary of State.
“There has never been a better time to start living the American
dream.”
Trump hammered the theme of “building a safe, strong,
proud America”; which fits loosely around policy proposals for
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Dr. Nicholson (left) and Dr. Schouten (right) perform in the Dr. William P. Alexander Music Center on Jan. 26.

Recital
From A1
week and described how it related to what was performed.
Nicholson was of a similar mind and said, “I’ve always
enjoyed performing, and I enjoy the experience of sharing music
with other people.” She also mentioned how much she enjoys
hearing from people after the show and learning what they liked.
Sometimes the music “touches them in a way you don’t expect.”
It wasn’t just the musicians who thought it went well. The
performance received a very positive applause from the couple
dozen students in attendance between every piece. The loudest
applause — which was at the end of the show — was quickly
a $1.5-trillion plan to build a “safe, fast, reliable and modern
infrastructure our economy needs and our people deserve”; an
increase in military spending, and an overhaul of the immigration
system. His controversial immigration plan would sharply cut the
number of legal immigrants while allowing a path to citizenship
for young “Dreamers” who were brought to the country illegally as
children.
Trump framed his desire to restrict immigration as a security
issue, arguing that a porous border has increased the threat of
terrorism and drug trafficking. Immigrant advocates say Trump is
creating scapegoats, and deepening racial and ethnic divides.
The president, however, contended that he wants to be a uniter.
“Tonight I am extending an open hand to work with members of
both parties, Democrats and Republicans, to protect our citizens,
of every background, color and creed,” he said.
Earlier Tuesday, Trump told a group of network television
anchors meeting at the White House that his biggest lesson since
taking office more than a year ago has been tempering his profitcentered business instinct with the need to show “heart” in his
governing decisions.
“What I’m doing now, a lot of it is heart, a lot of it is
compassion, a lot of it is far beyond money — such as
immigration,” he said, adding, “If I was doing this purely from an
economic standpoint, I would sit down and tell you in one second
what I’d be doing, OK?”
Eleven months ago, Trump addressed Congress and a primetime TV audience from the Capitol, but by tradition a president’s
first report on the state of the union — based on a constitutional
requirement — does not occur until after a year in office.
Besides emphasizing immigration and infrastructure, Trump
nodded to other priorities, including an undefined plan to reform
federal prisons. He talked about solving the opioid crisis, yet called
for greater law enforcement rather than new funding or programs
to combat the epidemic of addiction.
Trump announced that he would keep open the U.S. military
prison camp on Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, reversing another Obama
administration policy and signaling a return to military detentions
for captured terrorism suspects. The once-populous camp now
holds just 41 prisoners.
Although presidents traditionally use these speeches to lay
out their vision early in the year, they also claim credit for firstyear achievements. Trump spoke about the economy and his
$1.5-trillion tax cut, boasting about the rising stock market and
low unemployment.
He also repeated his contention that his policies brought black

followed by several students staying after to speak with the
performers.
People who wish to see Schouten play will have another
chance on Sunday, Feb. 4, from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m., in the recital
hall as part of the First Friday Concert Series being organized
by the university music department. She will be on stage with
Professor Thomas Cody, who will be playing guitar. More First
Friday Series shows are also planned for later in the semester
involving several members of Edinboro’s music department. The
series is also open to the public, and more information can be
found on the university’s website.
Nathan Hirth can be reached at eupnews.spectator@gmail.com.
unemployment to a historic low, when that development — like
other economic gains — reflects a trend that began in Obama’s
first term, after the Great Recession.
As Republicans rose and applauded Trump’s assertion about
black employment, members of the Congressional Black Caucus
sat stone-faced; many wore African print shawls in apparent
protest of Trump’s recent slur calling the nations Africa “shithole”
countries.
In a recent Pew poll, 41 percent of Americans rated the
economy as excellent or good, one of the strongest such ratings
in a decade. Yet many Americans do not give Trump credit. On
average, polls show his approval at about 40 percent, lower than
the standing of any of his predecessors in the modern era after a
year in office.
“Two words I don’t think we’ll hear tonight: Thanks, Obama,”
Senate Minority Leader Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., said before
the speech. Schumer, like most Democrats, sat glum-faced
through much of the address.
The tax cut law has elicited mixed expectations, according to
Pew, with about a third of Americans saying they expect it to
improve their personal finances, a third saying they expect it to
harm them and another third expecting no change.
Other polls have shown a majority of Americans believe the tax
cuts favor high-earners, contrary to Trump’s claim — repeated in
his address — that they mostly benefit the middle class.
Administration officials say the tax cut will grow more popular
as Trump sells it and as the large reduction in corporate rates leads
to higher middle-class wages. Economists, including at the Federal
Reserve, have more modest expectations, predicting a small shortterm effect on economic growth.
Trump named the tax cuts, reduced regulations and what he
calls an end to the “war on American energy” — including coal —
among promises fulfilled. He credited the tax cuts with prompting
businesses to give bonuses for roughly 3 million workers, though
he exaggerated the amounts as “thousands and thousands of
dollars” when most are $1,000. Some wage hikes and bonuses were
negotiated in union contracts or planned by corporations before
the tax cuts became law.
Trump also trumpeted success in beating back the militant
group Islamic State, while conceding that “there is much more
work to be done.”
“Past experience has taught us that complacency and
concessions only invite aggression and provocation,” he said. “I
will not repeat the mistakes of the past administrations that got us
into this dangerous position.”

EUSGA: Model UN secures additional funding,
stickers for free bus rides in student ID ofﬁce
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

Ja’Cobi Green, president of the Edinboro
University Student Government Association
(EUSGA), called the first meeting of 2018 to
order at 6:07 p.m. on Monday night.
Notable reports included a new policy
eliminating the possibility for “leave of absences”
for EUSGA members, stickers to ride the EMTA
buses for free now being found solely in the
student ID office on the second floor of Pogue
Student Center, and a new computer system
having been implemented in the student center
game room. An SGA task force is also scheduled
to present their proposal for a better Edinboro
University on March 3, outlining their goals for
the semester and beyond. The organization is
“on the mend,” according to Green, and their
focus is to encourage collaboration with clubs
and other campus organizations, as they look to
bolster student involvement by organizing more
all-inclusive campus events.
Representatives from Model UN returned for
a second round of funding proposals, petitioning
SGA for extra funding for their upcoming
conference in New York City. Ethan Straffin,
Rick Chernicky and Richard Gibson presented

Model UN’s reasons for needing extra funding
to attend the global competition: an extra room
at the Sheraton Hotel in Manhattan to meet Title
IX requirements and funds to cover parking costs
for the three SGA vans they’ll be driving, among
other, smaller fees. The EUSGA Congress debated
the merit of the budget proposed by the students
and voted to grant them most of the requested
funding after a lengthy discussion.
The resolutions Model UN will propose at the
New York City conference will be reviewed by
the actual United Nations and have the potential
to become real legislation someday. If you’re
interested in joining Model UN, keep an eye out
for an email from Dr. Gerry Gendlin this fall. The
club is open to all majors.
After a general funds overview, a motion to
adjourn the first meeting of the semester was
passed at 7:06 p.m.
To become a member of SGA’s Congress
and have a say in campus funds and events,
attend any SGA meeting and speak with Green.
Meetings are every Monday at 6 p.m. in Room
143 of Pogue, right next to the PSECU office.
Zeila Hobson can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Fact check: Donald Trump’s
first State of the Union speech
Staff

Los Angeles Times
WASHINGTON —
President Donald Trump
likes to boast about the
records he has achieved,
but there’s at least one mark
the White House tries to
downplay the president has
amassed an unprecedented
number of inaccurate
statements.
The Los Angeles Times’
staff analyzed the State of the
Union address on Tuesday to
try to separate truths from
falsehoods. Here are some of
the highlights:
The tax cuts enacted last
month are not the biggest
in American history, despite
what Trump asserted in his
speech Tuesday night.
“Just as I promised the
American people from this
podium 11 months ago, we
enacted the biggest tax cuts
and reform in American
history,” Trump said.
The nonpartisan
Committee for a Responsible
Federal Budget estimated in
October that the tax cuts as a
percentage of total economic
output, also known as gross
domestic product, would be
the 12th largest since 1918.
When adjusting for
inflation, the Trump tax cuts
would be the fourth largest
since 1940, the group said.
“Something I’m very
proud of, African-American
unemployment stands at the
lowest rate ever recorded.
And Hispanic American
unemployment has also
reached the lowest levels in
history,” Trump said.
He’s right on black
unemployment, but not quite
right on the rate for Latinos.
The Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported last month
that the unemployment rate
for blacks dropped to 6.8
percent in December, the
lowest since the government
began tracking the figure in
1972.
The sharp decline began
eight years ago. The rate
peaked in 2010 at 16.8
percent, which was the
highest since 1984 in the
aftermath of the Great
Recession.
Trump has presided over
a continuation of a trend in
which the rate has declined
about 1 percentage point a
year.
The unemployment
rate for Latinos, which the
bureau has tracked since
1973, was 4.9 percent in
December. The record low is
4.8 percent, reached in 2007

and in 2006.
Was the president correct
when he said in his speech
that the U.S. is “now an
exporter of energy to the
world”?
No.
Trump has said this
before, and exactly what he
means is unclear, but nearly
all the possible meanings are
untrue.
The statement could mean
that the U.S. has just now
begun exporting energy.
That’s obviously wrong, the
U.S. has exported petroleum
products, for example, for
more than a century.
Or he could mean that
the U.S. now exports more
than it imports, in other
words, that the U.S. now
is a net exporter of energy.
That may happen within the
decade, but hasn’t happened
yet, according to the
administration’s own figures.
The Energy Department
releases an annual
assessment of U.S. energy
production, exports and
imports. In its latest
assessment, the department
estimates that under current
trends, the U.S. would
become a net exporter by
2026. Under some scenarios,
that could happen earlier.
Or perhaps Trump meant
that the U.S. has started
exporting crude oil. That is a
relatively new development,
but it took place under the
Obama administration.
For decades, U.S. law
banned most crude oil
exports. Congress repealed
the ban in 2015, and
President Barack Obama
signed the repeal into law,
although he had opposed it.
Exports began two years ago,
long before Trump’s election.
Trump also might have
meant the U.S. is now a net
exporter of natural gas. That
may be true, the Energy
Department had projected
that U.S. exports of gas
should surpass imports once
the numbers from 2017
are all tallied, but, if so,
that would have little to do
with Trump administration
policies: The trend toward
greater gas exports has been
building for years.
“Since we passed tax cuts,
roughly 3 million workers
have already gotten tax cut
bonuses, many of them
thousands of dollars per
worker,” Trump said.
The number of workers
appears to be correct
but most are not getting
thousands of dollars apiece.
The conservative

Americans for Tax Reform
has kept a running list
of announcements by
businesses of bonuses or
raises they have given to
their employees because of
the tax cuts.
As of Tuesday, the group
said those commitments
translate to at least 3 million
Americans receiving “special
tax reform bonuses.”
Apple is giving $2,500
bonuses in restricted stock.
But few of the announced
bonuses are for more than
$1,000 per employee.
So many companies
are giving exactly $1,000
that some analysts have
suggested the bonuses were
coordinated.
In all, Americans for Tax
Reform listed 285 companies
that have announced
bonuses or other changes to
benefit workers, including
wage and salary increases
or larger matching funds for
401(k) retirement plans.
A USA Today analysis of
companies in the Standard
& Poor’s 500 index estimated
that more than 1.3 million
workers would receive cash
or stock-based bonuses
totaling at least $1.7 billion
in corporate announcements
that cited the tax law.
Credit Suisse estimated
the tax bill would save S&P
500 companies $75 billion to
$100 billion in taxes in 2018
compared with the previous
year, USA Today noted.
Trump said that
Americans’ paychecks have
at last turned the corner.
“After years and years of
stagnation, we are finally
seeing rising wages,” he
declared.
But wage gains, in fact,
have barely budged for the
typical American worker.
Over the last two years,
through December, the
average hourly earnings for
all private-sector workers
have consistently risen at
an annual pace of about 2.5
percent, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Some months it’s been a little
more, some a little less, but
it hasn’t hit 3 percent since
March 2009.
Now with unemployment
having fallen to about 4
percent and employers
increasingly struggling to
fill jobs, many analysts do
expect worker pay increases
to accelerate. But so far, they
are more wishes than reality.
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Health experts are urging Facebook to discontinue their new messaging app, Messenger Kids.

Facebook urged to discontinue
kids messaging application
Levi Sumagaysay
The Mercury News

Saying young children are “simply not
ready” for social media, health experts and
children’s advocates are urging Facebook
to discontinue Messenger Kids, its new
messaging app.
The app is aimed at younger than 13,
which until now has been the minimum
age of users of Facebook and other social
networks. When Facebook introduced it last
month, there was no shortage of concern
even though the company said the app
would be ad-free and would serve as a tool
to keep parents connected to their kids.
Now those concerned parties have sent a
letter to Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg,
dated Jan. 30.
“At a time when there is mounting
concern about how social media use affects
adolescents’ wellbeing, it is particularly
irresponsible to encourage children as young
as preschoolers to start using a Facebook
product,” the letter says.
The letter, sent by 19 advocacy groups
including Public Citizen, Parent Coalition
for Student Privacy, Peace Educators Allied
for Children Everywhere and dozens of
doctors and health experts, cites a study
released last week that showed a link
between teen unhappiness and social
media use, and other studies that show
social media’s harmful effects on children’s
perception of body image as well as their
sleep habits.
In addition, parents who have had to
moderate their children’s screen time know
it can be tough; earlier this month, Apple
investors urged the smartphone giant to take
action on kids’ phone addiction, and the
group cites studies about that, too.
Facebook continued to defend Messenger
Kids, for which it is not yet sharing user

numbers, on Tuesday.
“We worked to create Messenger Kids
with an advisory committee of parenting
and developmental experts, as well as with
families themselves and in partnership
with National PTA,” a spokeswoman said.
“We continue to be focused on making
Messenger Kids be the best experience it
can be for families.” She also reiterated that
the app — which is solely for messaging and
does not contain a News Feed or posts like
Facebook does — is free of ads.
But “there’s a clear business rationale,”
said James Steyer, founder and CEO of
Common Sense Media, a San Francisco
nonprofit dedicated to children’s online
safety, Tuesday. “They’re trying to get kids
hooked early.”
He said Common Sense Media plans to
keep up the public pressure on Facebook
over the app.
Experts who worked with Facebook on
the messaging app point out that some kids
are already on social media apps before
they’re 13, and they and Facebook pointed to
a survey that showed some kids start using
such apps as early as 8 years old. The app
gives parents control and a way to track who
their kids are messaging, they say.
The signatories of the letter make sure to
mention other high-profile concerns and
controversies Facebook is dealing with,
such as its role in helping spread fake news
and misinformation, its targeting of ads to
teens, and reports that have shown it allows
advertisers to exclude certain ethnicities and
ages.
“In response to some of these scandals,
you have personally vowed to ‘do better.’ “the
letter says. “Doing better is leaving younger
children alone and allowing them to develop
without the pressures that come with social
media use.”

Jan. 12 — An individual reported a window smashed out of a campus building.
Jan. 20 — An officer arrived at Highlands 1 in response to a medical assist request; the call
was found to be alcohol related, according to a police report. Being under the legal age of 21,
Nicole Bevilheimer, 19, was cited for underage drinking.
Jan. 24 — Officers were dispatched to Highlands 8 for the odor of marijuana, according to a
police report. An individual in the room was found to be in possession of both marijuana and
drug paraphernalia. Charges are pending.
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President Donald Trump shakes hands before his first State of The Union address.
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‘Start Somewhere’: An exhibit by Xenia Guthrie
Bates Gallery
The student-run gallery is located within Loveland Hall
on the first floor. It is typically open from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m.
“The objects I make can be used in everyday rituals that
contribute to physical, emotional and mental health. The
making and using of them is an inextricable part of my
life. They commemorate meaningful moments of informal learning that have contributed to improvements and
helped me along, from starts to completions.”
— Xenia Guthrie, artist statement.

Photos: Livia Homerski

10 EU students win Flux’s
2017 graphic design contest
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

Flux, the undergrad and graduate graphic
design contest, recently announced its 2017
winners, which included 10 Edinboro University
of Pennsylvania students, with locals winning
in four out of five project categories. Flux is
sponsored by the American Institute of Graphic
Arts (AIGA) Blue Ridge.
Out of 758 entries, there were 278 projects
declared winners and 11 of those were projects
were submitted by Edinboro students. The
categories for projects were identity, packaging,
poster, publication and web and interactive.
For the category of packaging, winners
included Lydia DeVault-Arn’s “Highbrid Luxury
Wine,” Nikki Fair’s “Hawaiian Standard” and
Shelby Kirk’s “Stars & S’mores.”
DeVault-Arn, a senior graphic design major,
explained that the inspiration behind her design
came from a 2016 summer internship with Todd
Scalise, an Erie based artist.
“The name of the piece (Highbrid Luxury
Wine) is a nod to Todd Scalise’s company,
Higherglyphics. It is also a nod to the subjects he
likes to paint. He often paints hybrids of human
and plant forms,” she said.
The inspiration for senior graphic design
major Kirk’s project, “Stars and S’mores,” came
from her 4-year-old brother’s love of indoor
campouts.
“I thought it would be cool if the ingredients
for s’mores were packaged in a box that turned
into a star map and a little tube you can stick a
flashlight in, and [then] it makes stars on the
ceiling, so it’s like an all-in-one ‘camp-in’ activity,”
Kirk explained.
“Principles of Motion Graphics” by Kevin
Motko and Kirk’s “Design Principles” won in the
web and interactive category.
When asked about the origins and inspiration
of “Principles of Motion Graphics,” senior Motko
stated: “This project was open-ended other than
the fact that it had to be timed to music. I enjoy
making my work eye-catching and lighthearted,

so I decided to use Jacques Offenbach’s ‘CanCan’ for the inspiration of my piece. I made
the motion graphic a visual performance using
lights, circles and minimal color. The ‘Can-Can’
is a piece of music that has a lot of energy and
history, so I wanted to display it in a minimal and
unexpected way while making a connection to
design principles.”
The five winners of the publication category
were Savanna Althof ’s “The History of Puzzles,”
Abigail Dewyer’s “Magic of Illumination,” August
Galey’s “Edo Period,” Karley Houston’s “Ancient
Ceramics,” and Piper Olsen’s “Toulouse-Lautrec:
In Life and Letters.”
Olsen, another senior in the university’s
graphic design program, created a book project
on the life of French artist Henri ToulouseLautrec.
“Since I’m in school for painting and
designing, I thought that there was a neat
connection there to choose him as my subject
matter for the book, as he is one of the few
designers that is also taught in art history,
because he was a painter and designer,” Olsen
stated.
And the final winner was Jedidiah Micek,
with “Madagascar” winning a spot in the poster
category.
For those considering entering the contest
next year, Kirk would encourage it. “Anything
you can do to set yourself apart on a resume is a
good thing to consider. It’s not expensive to enter
and professors are always willing to help.”
The judges of this year’s contest were
designers Jeffrey Everett, Timothy J. Hykes
and Ann Willoughby, artists with clientele like
Dreamworks, Fast Company and Hershey’s,
respectively.
There will be a reception for winners on
Saturday, Feb. 3 at Cowork Frederick in
Frederick, Maryland from 3-5 p.m. The cost is
free to AIGA members and $5 for non-members.
Livia Homerski can be reached at ae.spectator@
gmail.com.
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Tyler Podomik is a ceramics and painting student at Edinboro University.

Art student spotlight: Tyler Podomik
By Rick Chernicky
Staff Writer

He seemed hesitant to
speak at first, apologizing
for being late due to clay
club obligations. His
mannerisms were sincere,
with no visible ego. A junior
at Edinboro University
of Pennsylvania, Tyler
Podomik sat down for his
interview, trying not to grin,
as he gently placed his box
of Chinese food to the left.
When asked what
messages Podomik was
trying to convey within
his dual concentration of
ceramics and painting, he
explained: “With ceramics
I try to just do functional
work while showing some
evidence of life cycles. I
like to show sun cycles and
water cycles on my pots.
As far as painting goes, it
really all just depends on
the painting. I like doing
portraits a lot. I pretty much
put all the colors together,
and I use that to convey a
message of humanity.”
Podomik’s personality
was slowly surfacing as he
explained himself. When
asked how long ago he
began pursuing art, he
said: “I started in February
of 2015. I used to be a
business major at CCAC
in Pittsburgh. I ended up
taking a painting class
there and loved it. As far
as ceramics goes, I started
doing that in 2016.”
Before finding himself
through art, Podomik
spoke of working at Bowser
Automotive in Pittsburgh
where he was continuously
getting in car wrecks, and
in which he was digging

himself into even more
debt. He said that working
a 40-hour schedule was
not uncommon and that
it was a “dead end job.”
This eventually led him to
CCAC.
“My uncle told me that a
business degree would set
me straight. I learned that
business was the farthest
thing from what I needed,
so I changed my major a
bunch of times and found
painting,” said Podomik.
“When I started painting
I went really dramatic
with it. I turned my whole
upstairs garage into a studio
and sort of confined myself
to solitude, and whenever
you’re confined to solitude
it forces you to figure things
out about yourself,” he said.
Since then, Podomik
has painted many life-like
portraits of real people
that incorporate advanced
surrealism. He managed to
earn two years of painting
credits at CCAC before
transferring to Edinboro for
the art program.
When asked how he
learned so fast, he made
sure to state that he had “a
lot of room to grow.”
Podomik continued:
“When I first started
painting I realized that I
liked moving paint with a
brush and that made me
focus on it, and whatever
the hell you focus on and
practice at, you get good at.
It’s a very intuitive process.
I sort of just make a bunch
of marks and keep going off
of that. I really don’t know
what I’m doing, but as I
don’t know what I’m doing,
I learn where to go.”

When asked if he had any
prior interest in art before
2015, Podomik explained:
“The only reason I was
interested in art before
2015 was because it was the
fun class in high school.
Sometimes I would draw
lines in my notebook, but I
would never really draw as
a hobby. Everything sort of
fell in line at 20 years old.”
As he was discussing his
story, Podomik’s grin only
got bigger, his hand gestures
more energized.
“I was always an
introvert until I got into
art. For instance, when I
get confidence I’m more
comfortable being an
extrovert. I like learning and
talking to people, hearing
experiences, and that makes
me want to go back and
think about that stuff while
I sit alone and paint,” he
said.
When asked why his work
was important, Podomik
responded by saying: “A lot
of times I don’t think it’s
important. That’s a conflict
that I have in my head.
I mean it means things
when certain people see it.
For instance, I could set a
painting up in here and 500
people could walk past it,
but one person could like it
and it could affect their day
for 30 seconds. Only when
other people find happiness
in my art, that’s when I
think it becomes important
because it’s not about me
anymore.”
Rick Chernicky can be
reached at ae.spectator@
gmail.com.
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cupcakKe

Fall Out Boy

Jeff Rosenstock

“Ephorize”

“Mania”

“Post-”

Rather than crossing the carnal threshold of
demeaning lyrical content like the pioneering
dirty-rap group 2 Live Night, cupcakKe uses her
explicit lyrics as an outlet to own female sexuality
and crack some pretty hilarious one-liners.

Throughout their newest album, Fall Out Boy
proves they still have some musical risks up their
sleeves, along with a will to diversify their sound
— even if it leads to sheer mania among their
longtime fan base.

Standout tracks: “Duck Duck Goose”
& “Self Interview.”

Standout tracks: “The Last of the Real Ones,”
“Church” & “Heaven’s Gate.”

The sound of the album could have been more
clean, as the heavy distortion in many of the
tracks was too sophomoric, but the message of the
record is strong, relevant and respectful.
Standout tracks: “USA,” “9/10”
& “Let Them Win.”

Amity Fest II raises awareness,
funds for Voice For The Innocent
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

Amity Fest II, a music festival run by an Edinboro University student, was held at Basement
Transmissions in Erie, Pennsylvania on Jan. 27. In partnership with Amity Threads and the A
Voice For the Innocent organization, Amity Fest was a benefit concert for survivors of sexual
harassment and assault. The event was organized by Edinboro’s Braden Docherty, the current
talent buyer for Basement Transmissions.
“I feel that music is a very powerful tool in making change happen. I always want music to have
more meaning, and using it to raise awareness and help out people who really need it is what it’s
all about,” he said.
In the wake of the #MeToo movement and the sexual harassment allegations brought forth
against members of popular rock acts Brand New, Front Porch Step and PWR BTTM, among
others, the event’s timing was no mistake.
And as more attention is brought to this issue, Jamie Sivrais, founder of A Voice For the
Innocent, uses his organization to help victims lead the conversation and to create a support
network. Keep your eyes out for the full interview with him in the next issue of The Spectator to
learn more about their beginnings and what they do.
You’ll find several of the Amity Fest II artists interviewed below. We discussed different
influences, upcoming releases, and what musicians can do to combat the issue of sexual
harassment in the scene.
Q: What are some influences and inspirations behind your music?
Archway: It started off as just a straight up pop-punk band, and now it’s (the music) taking on
different elements of hardcore, alternative and ambient stuff. We have definite influence from
bands like Transit, Hot Water Music, Comeback Kid and Citizen.
Rare Candy: Growing up, I was a really huge Jack White fan, because he was doing that indiepunk thing with The White Stripes for awhile. And then, when he broke off and started doing
more folk-country-rock, I was a huge fan of that. I also definitely take a lot of influence from
NeverShoutNever and Mayday Parade and other earlier pop-punk acts just because it’s a lot of
what I listened to in high school.
Eternal Boy: Drive-Thru Records, ex-girlfriends and nostalgia. Anything with summer nights,
windows down, jamming to Blink and toilet-papering trees.
Riviera: People say we sound like a lot of bands, but it can be summed up pretty easily if My
Chemical Romance, Foo Fighters and Fall Out Boy decided to form a supergroup and write
original music.
Q: Any new releases in the works?
Riviera: We just released our debut EP about a year ago, and we just finished up recording our
first full length album. It’s in post-production right now, and we’re just putting the final touches on
it.
Belmont: Yes, we’re looking at releasing an album with 10 new songs in June.
CityCop: We’re working on something right now that we are going to go record in March.
XXI Hours: We’re trying to get another EP out before the summer time of this year, and
probably work towards our full length album for a winter “time-ish” release.
Q: What can bands do to help combat the issue of sexual harassment in the scene?
Handguns: Not sexually harass people! Obviously, if you see something, say something. It starts
at your door, with the way you behave.
Belmont: Be vigilant and call out people who need to be called out. Most importantly, listen
to the victims. Pay attention to their stories and the people who do these things and be able to
identify those types of personalities. Once you find them, call them out.
CityCop: You see a lot of bands that will play showcases like this and not take them seriously,
which really sucks. You can always tell the people that take it seriously. But on a band level, I just
think checking other bands more and just being like: “Dude, don’t be a d*ck, don’t just play shows
for a PR move” can help stop that behavior.
Full interviews with all the bands mentioned above can be found at edinboronow.com. A bonus
interview with Canadian group Harbour, who did not play the show, but came out to support, will
also be featured.
Livia Homerski can be reached at ae.spectator@gmail.com.

Contributed Photo

Members of Riviera, Belmont, Harbour, CityCop and Rare Candy before their sets.

DO NOT
MISS!!

EVERYTHING
ON SALE

Feb 7-11 storewide sale
PLEASE COME CELEBRATE OUR 28TH
ANNIVERSARY Feb 7th –11th

Enjoy lively refreshments on Thursday 2/8
from CART/HORSE distillery
Special guest 2/11 Dina Biscotti Barnes
offering spiritual services for $5 each

118 Meadville St. Edinboro
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Acting up: ‘Deviant Behavior’
Improv Series continues at Boro
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

Friday, Jan. 26 marked the
first 2018 show for Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania’s
Deviant Behavior Improv
series. Hosted by Mason Kuhr,
the roughly 90 minute show
had seven acts of different
improvisation challenges.
The eight actors and
actresses were split into two
teams. Mikhail Ferree, Dewey
Hudacky, Elaina Krafick and
Erika Krasneski performed
as Team Antelope. Zach
Goughler, Lyssie Gregory,
Cameron Maxon and Andrew
Poll comprised Team Giraffe.
For each round, either a
different improv game was
played or the actors were given
a theme they had to act out or
make a wisecrack about.
When asked what his
favorite game was, Hudacky
replied, “World’s Worst.”

“You get the audience’s
participation, which is always
fun, always random,” he said.
“It also gives you a wide range
to be negative, and I love
negative humor that’s not
insulting, and ‘World’s Worst’
just kind of sets you up for
that.”
Unlike other types of live
theater, improv thrives on
audience participation. The
themes the actors had to
act upon were all audiencesubmitted and chosen
randomly from a hat; the
audience was asked to shout
out settings and circumstances
for scenes, and volunteers for
the “Spit Take” segment were
requested.
As the audience is the heart
of the show, the rules are strict
as not to offend members
with inappropriate language
or subject matter. In order
to dissuade the actors from
using any “crass language,” a

rule was implemented where
in the event of such use, the
perpetrator must wear a pig
mask that would interfere
with their delivery and facial
expressions.
Although everything said is
meant purely in jest, heavy is
the face that wears the mask.
However, the threat of having
your face covered and voice
muffled succeeded in keeping
the actors PG.
No two Deviant Behavior
shows are ever the same, as
improvisation would have it.
There is a different set of jokes,
prompts, and preparation for
each performance.
“It really is just a spur of
the moment kind of thing. Of
course, we rehearse it (material
corresponding with the games)
so we know what works and
what doesn’t. A lot of the stuff
we do is just stop and go,”
explained Goughler.
Although Team Antelope

Amity Fest
From A5

galloped away victorious,
plenty of laughs were to be had
by all, especially during the
“Art Curator” and “Pick a Prop”
challenges.
If you missed the first show
and find yourself in need of a
laugh at the end of a stressful
week of classes, there are still
March 23, April 6 and May 4
shows left to catch.
The upcoming shows
will continue taking place
in Diebold Performing Arts
Center. Doors open at 7 p.m.
and the show begins at 7:30.
The fee for admission is $3
for EU Students, $5 for EU
faculty, staff, seniors and other
students, and $10 general
admission.
Livia Homerski can be
reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.

Contributed Photos

21 Hours and Riviera take the main stage.

Films you might’ve missed Science fair meets Sundance Festival: Twice
In 280 characters or less
By Kenneth Turan
Los Angeles Times

By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

“The Shape of Water”

“The Greatest Showman”

“Ferdinand”

Easily one of the weirdest
movies I’ve ever seen, but
Sally Hawkins truly makes
the audience feel the story
and become one with it.
Guillermo del Toro better
make room on his mantel
for all the awards he’s about
to win. The storyline and art
are both wonderfully done.

I really wanted to like this
movie, but was let down.
Instead of a coherent plot,
the movie was merely a
collection of awkward songs
filling in story gaps. Hugh
Jackman is great, but the plot
had holes that easily could
have been fixed with more
dialogue and less singing.

John Cena is the cutest
“bull in the china shop,”
Ferdinand. This movie was
very cute and ultimately
a pretty good children’s
experience. Supporting voice
actors like Kate McKinnon
and Bobby Cannavale add
an additional level of humor
and fun to the film.

“Insidious: The Last Key”
1/5

“Proud Mary”

“The Open House”

What starts off as a strong
storyline immediately
becomes murky and
confusing. Add in some
terrible acting and corny
dialogue and you have this
movie. After the revelation
near the end, two people
got up and walked out of
the theater. I should have
followed them.

Taraji P. Henson’s strong
female creation is a refreshing
addition to the Hollywood
canon. But, the movie’s
cinematography is subpar
and storyline predictable.
Henson has great chemistry
with 14-year-old Jahi Di’Allo
Winston, whose acting helps
carry the film.

This thriller had promise,
but ultimately fell short. The
plot was intriguing, however
it took way too long to get to
the less-boring parts. When
we finally get to the action,
it gets great...and then the
ending leaves the audience
unsatisfied and angry.

12/1

12/8

1/12

12/10

1/19

The Sundance Film Festival
is picky, and it can afford to
be.
Out of the 3,901 featurelength films submitted
this year, only 110 were
selected. So the odds that two
documentaries that focus on
the same event in the same
year would both be chosen
are too astronomical to
calculate.
Except this year, maybe
for the first time ever, it
happened.
Both “Inventing
Tomorrow,” directed by Laura
Nix in the U.S. documentary
competition, and “Science
Fair,” co-directed by Cristina
Costantini and Darren
Foster in the kids section,
take viewers to the 2017 Los
Angeles edition of the Intel
International Science and
Engineering Fair, familiarly
known as ISEF.
Considered “the Olympics
of science fairs,” ISEF
attracts some 1,800 high
school student finalists from
more than 75 countries, all
competing for prizes that can
be life-changing.
Both documentaries select
a handful of contestants from
around the world, follow
them to Los Angeles (often
the first time these kids have
been away from home) and
let us know how they’ve done.
So why are they both at
this year’s festival?
Like the best of scientific
theories, the answer is
simple and complex. Both
“Inventing Tomorrow”
and “Science Fair” are
wonderful films, inspirational
and invigorating, and the
young scientists they follow
(different kids in each
film) have a passion and
enthusiasm that’s a tonic to
the soul.
“We honestly fell in love
with both films and the
special qualities of each.
We didn’t want to exclude
either one,” says Caroline
Libresco, Sundance’s director
of special projects and senior
programmer, who admits the
festival was “totally surprised”
at the subject duplication.
It’s the nature of the
Sundance selection process,
Libresco explains, that each
film is presented on its own:
“It has to sink or swim on its
own merits. We didn’t discuss
these films in relation to each
other until the very, very
end.”
Though each was aware of
the other’s film, the parallel
directors did not meet and
have not seen each other’s

work. But they don’t feel
competitive and they’re happy
to see science paid attention
to in the current climate.
“It’s not like ‘West Side
Story’ or anything, there’s
no showdown on (Park
City’s) Main Street,” jokes
Foster, with co-director
Costantini adding, “We’re
literally shocked to be here,
so anything from here on is
gravy.”
“When something’s in the
zeitgeist, you have to expect
multiple films about it,”
notes Nix. “Science is in the
zeitgeist now, it needs to be
supported, to be allowed to
do its work to save us. When
you put science and young
people together, why wouldn’t
you be attracted to that? It’s a
really, really compelling topic
right now.”
But though both are
excellent films, “Inventing
Tomorrow” and “Science
Fair” also turn out to be as
different in approach as they
are similar in subject. Taken
together, they demonstrate
the way diverse points of view
can fruitfully be taken toward
the same subject.
Both of “Science Fair’s”
directors were competitors
themselves as high schoolers,
with Costantini taking fourth
place in the behavioral
sciences category.
“Science Fair,” she says, is
“the documentary I’ve wanted
to make my whole life,” and
the dramatics and excitement
of competition was the
primary lure for her and her
co-director.
Nix, by contrast,
had something else in
mind. An expert veteran
documentarian, she
decided to focus on kids
whose projects “had an
environmental impact,
addressing something where
they lived with a deep sense
of personal motivation. I was
interested in kids looking at
the world and asking the right
questions in a methodical
way.”
The director’s plan of doing
a deeper dive into just a few
students, however, turned out
to be “an arduous process,
absolutely brutal.”
“We spent months reaching
out to smaller science fairs
and science teachers, we
did spreadsheets about
which countries had the
most environmental impact
projects,” Nix reports.
“Then we interviewed
hundreds of kids, by Skype
or email, then we hired
film producers in a dozen
countries to look closer. We
wanted not just the cool

kids but kids with a deep
sense of purpose about the
environment, who knew why
they were doing what they
were doing.”
Nix wanted only three
students but ended up with
four she found irresistible,
including Sahithi from India,
who’d seen the lake behind
her house catch fire, and
Shofi and Intan, two girls
who fearlessly boarded pirate
tin dredging boats near their
Indonesian island home.
If “Science Fair,” by
contrast, is what Sundance’s
Libresco calls “a pure contest
film,” that’s paradoxical
because co-directors
Costantini and Foster have
day jobs as investigative TV
producers for Fusion Media
Group.
“Everything we’ve done
has involved death, dying,
drug cartels,” says Costantini.
Adds Foster, “The last thing
we worked on together was
a documentary on opioid
abuse, it was a tough story,
and we both needed a break.
“When we took the idea
to Fusion they sort of looked
at us funny, like ‘what kind
of shenanigans go on in a
science fair?’”
When selecting the kids
for their film, the directors
wanted to cast a wide net,
looking for “kids who made
us laugh and kids who made
us cry,” Costantini explains.
These ranged from
underdogs, like a team
from a poor town in Brazil,
to students from what
Costantini calls “powerhouse
schools, the Yankees of
science fairs,” like Long
Island, New York’s Jericho
High School.
Also, as a child of
immigrants, Costantini was
immediately attracted to
Kasfia, the only Muslim girl
in an athletic powerhouse in
South Dakota whose faculty
advisor was the school’s
football coach.
“She’s a quiet, soft-spoken
girl, but the coach said that
inside her is the heart of a
lion,” recalls Foster.
Finally, then, from
Sundance’s point of view the
choice to include the two
films was easy.
“We wanted to give them
both a spotlight and a fair
shake,” says Libresco. “They’re
two extremely hopeful films,
and we feel strongly we need
these stories. We want them
both to flourish.”

Games
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Across

1 Android downloads
5 Array around a surge protector
10 Words after deal or count
14 Bridges of Hollywood
15 Part of a sports complex
16 Enveloping glow
17 "NBA Friday" channel
18 Peachy
19 Dental exam image
20 Inquiry meant to entrap
23 Right-angled shape
24 Per __: daily
25 Freebies with a bowl of soup
30 Mud __: type of wasp
34 Sharp-eyed flier
35 Nonfluctuating method of doing things
37 Org. supporting flossing
38 Freelancer's encl.
39 QB scores
40 Impressionist once labeled "The Man of a Thousand Voices"
45 Pedometer unit
46 "Already?"
47 First-stringers
49 Honorary legal degs.
51 Ipanema's city
52 Wealthy, and a hint to the first word of 20-, 35- and 40-Across
59 Pop music's "hottest spot north of Havana"
60 Shut down
61 Three, in Germany
62 Baking chamber
63 Makes docile
64 Folklore brute
65 Remain up in the air
66 Sport with clay disks
67 Can't live without

Down

1 Brother of Cain
2 Cuban currency
3 Respected Smurf
4 Basking locale on a cruise ship
5 Walks like a duck
6 Baghdad's country
7 Eye care solution brand
8 Pulled the plug on
9 Ties the knot
10 Largest amount
11 Money in Malta
12 Mideast nation in a 2015 nuclear deal
13 Vote against
21 Lodge logo animal
22 Hazmat suit hazard
25 Seals in the juices of
26 Traffic report source
27 Spy plane acronym
28 Sit for a bit
29 ERA and RBI, e.g.

Aries: March 21 – April 19
Things are happening rapidly. You could
find yourself falling in love with someone, and
you're suddenly imagining yourself married
with kids. Or you could jump into a new job
situation with a lot of energy. The moon says
go for it.
Taurus: April 20 – May 20
Don't allow other people's opinions to
influence you. Mars is making you super
sensitive, and if somebody criticizes you, this
could put you in an emotional tailspin. But
if your boyfriend or girlfriend acts negative
about your choice in clothes, does it really
matter?
Gemini: May 21 – June 21
Mercury will be in a friendly sign for
a while, and this will cheer you up. You'll
feel more connected with your loved ones
and more optimistic about your career and
education. Move forward and be confident if
you encounter fresh challenges.
Cancer: June 22 – July 22
Lucky Jupiter is beaming good vibes at you.
Something you have been waiting for might
finally happen. At last, you'll get that raise
you've been hoping for at work. Or that sexy
friend will finally agree to meet you for coffee
or a drink.
Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22
The moon has you in the mood to show off.
You'll dress in your finest, tightest jeans or a

31 Montana city
32 Tribal leader
33 Talks hoarsely
36 Stetson hat material
41 The Netherlands, informally
42 Lounge around
43 Formally accuses of, with "for"
44 Heart-to-heart
45 Used to change a ceiling light bulb, as a chair
48 Relieved (of)
50 Move on tiptoe, say
52 Wander
53 Take the lid off
54 It usually has a set of rules
55 "That makes sense"
56 Hard-to-resist feeling
57 Actor Richard
58 Moved quickly, old-style
59 Squad car driver

cute mini-dress and strut your stuff. You could
find yourself attracting attention from some
interesting people. Be on the lookout for some
sexy potential friends.
Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22
Reconsider what you are doing in a
romantic situation. If you're in an on-again,
off-again relationship, maybe it would be
wisest for you to take a break. Mars says don't
assume the way things have been going is the
best path for you.

WE SOLVE PROBLEMS
EXPERIENCED ATTORNEYS DEFENDING:

• DUI / DRUNK DRIVING
• UNDERAGE DRINKING
• CRIMINAL CHARGES

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet to learn more about our firm

FREE CONSULTATION

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23
Pay attention to issues related to law and
order. Saturn is reminding you that you need
to work within rules that are established by
others. With your sweetheart, make sure that
the two of you are on the same page with legal
matters.
Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21
You'll enjoy intimate conversations with
others. The moon is reminding you that it's
fun to share personal stories and adventures
with friends or loved ones. Give a close buddy
a funny account of your recent experiences.
Make a sexy confession to an attractive friend.
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21
You'll want to demonstrate your lust for
someone as Mars increases your passion.
You're physically drawn to a partner right
now, and it could be a new relationship. Give
yourself permission to indulge in lots of flirty
and fun moments with this person.

www.DUILawyerPA.com

Grant C. Travis
Attorney At Law
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OFFICES IN
EDINBORO, ERIE,
AND WARREN

734-6076

CAR ACCIDENTS, INJURIES
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS
WRONGFUL DEATH
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
PREMISES LIABILITY
PRODUCT LIABILITY

734-6076

www.TheTravisLawFirm.net
NO RECOVERY, NO FEE! • FREE CONSULTATION

Scan this code with your
smartphone or tablet to
learn more about our firm

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
Madden Tournament

Open Mic Night

2/2 | 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Cyber Café

2/3 | 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

Women’s Basketball vs. Cal U

Men’s Basketball vs. Cal U

Super Bowl Party

Tartan Transfer Day

2/3 | 1 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

2/3 | 3 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

2/5 | 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Academy Hall

2/4 | 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

In The Community
Erie Auto Show

Erie BayHawks vs. Raptors

Super Bowl Party

Presque Isle History Series

2/3 | 7 p.m.
Erie Insurance Arena
Erie

2/2 | Noon to 8 p.m.
Bayfront Convention Center
Erie

2/4 | 5:30 p.m. to Midnight
Kings Rook Club
Erie

2/5 | 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Tom Ridge Environmental Center
Erie

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
Thor: Ragnarok

Wednesday, Thursday 2/7 & 2/8 — 8 p.m.
Friday, 2/9 — 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Saturday, 2/10 — 2 p.m., 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Sunday, 2/11 — 2 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center
SHOWTIMES:
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Edinboro’s Nate Hagan ties up with George Mason’s Trevor Mello on Saturday. Hagan would defeat Mello, 10-2, as part of a 41-0 team victory for Edinboro.

Photo: Madi Gross

Scots defeat Clarion, George Mason over weekend
By George Schmidt
Staff Writer

Over the weekend, the Edinboro University Fighting Scots wrestling team took on Eastern Wrestling
League (EWL) opponents Clarion University of Pennsylvania and George Mason University.
The Scots traveled to Clarion on Friday. Sean Russell led off with a technical fall over Gavin Park, 249, gathering the win in 7 total minutes. Korbin Myers would earn a major decision, 16-4, over Roshaun
Cooley, followed by a 5-2 victory over Evan Myers for Nate Hagan.
Andrew Shomers, Fritz Hoehn, Ty Schoffstall and Aaron Paddock would get wins over their Clarion
counterparts, with Shomers needing the first overtime session and Hoehn winning via technical fall.
Billy Miller won his heavyweight bout decisively over unranked Toby Cahill. Miller was able to pull
off a tilt for four back exposure points to end the match with a score of 8-2, a feat that is rarely done in
the 285-pound weight class.
On Saturday night, Edinboro returned to McComb Fieldhouse to face George Mason University,
who had already wrestled Cleveland State University earlier in the day.
The Fighting Scots held the Patriots scoreless for a 41-0 victory, as they put on an absolute riding
clinic, dominating in every match from the top position. Russell got the McComb faithful on their feet
by pinning his opponent in 3 minutes and 15 seconds.
Myers followed with a technical fall over national qualifier Ibrahim Bunduka. However, Bunduka
had moved up to 133 pounds for this match while he normally wrestles at 125. Shomers and Hoehn
both won via technical fall in their matches as well.

“You want to be better tomorrow than you are today.”

— Tim Flynn, Head Wrestling Coach

Head Wrestling Coach Tim Flynn said he was happy to see the Scots win their matches decisively,
and that the wins should help boost the team’s confidence moving forward.
“It was nice to wrestle well and get some convincing wins, you know, we haven’t done that,” he said.
“More importantly, it was nice for our guys to score a lot of points.”
The win on Saturday night boosts the Fighting Scots’ overall record to 5-3 and their EWL record to
3-1.
The Intermat-ranked No. 22 Scots look to improve on their record as they travel to No. 18 Lock
Haven on Thursday at 7 p.m.
Flynn said he expects the Bald Eagles to be a tough matchup for the Scots.
“They won the conference tournament, so you know they’re favored, but I think if we wrestle well we
can certainly win, and that’s what we’re going to go down there to do,” he said.
George Schmidt can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.com.

A look into Boro basketball
through winter break, B3.

Photo: Christopher Rosato Jr.

Yana Miletska competes for Edinboro University in the 200 butterfly against Clarion
University at McComb Fieldhouse on Friday. The women’s swim team fell in the dual.

Swim teams fall to Clarion in Senior Day clash
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

Edinboro University’s men’s and women’s swim
teams both suffered Senior Day losses against
Clarion on Friday in their final meet before the
PSAC Championships in February.
The Edinboro men recognized Eric Marks,
Jacobo Morazan and Dylan Cerroni before the
meet, which they lost 117-86. The loss brings their
overall record to 1-5 and 1-4 in PSAC conference
dual meets.
The women’s squad only has one senior
swimmer, Morgan Joseph, who they recognized
before going on to lose 107-98. The loss brings
their conference record to 1-4 while their overall
record drops to 2-4.
The meet began with a pair of close races, as
the men and women tried new lineups en route to
first and second place finishes, respectively, in the
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4X50-yard medley relay. Marcus Grosso, Cerroni,
Jackson Bangert and Nick Bradford finished first
with a time of 1 minute, 38.10 seconds, while
Joseph, Jessie Bliss, Kaitlyn Daiger and Katelyn
Kopacko finished second with a time of 1:51.98.
Head Swimming Coach Chris Rhodes said they
tried new combinations of swimmers to see if new
groups could perform better than their normal
groupings.
“We kind of mixed our relays around a little bit
and we still raced well,” he said. “I wanted some
people to swim some events, and by doing that,
I had to pull them out of some normal events for
them.”
Two other new combinations found success,
as Tommy Horan, Bangert, Michael Kocher and

See Swim, B2

Page 16
Super Bowl
Zach Berman writes
of the star tight ends
squaring off in this
weekend’s Super Bowl,
B2.
Interview with Thomas Sharpe of
Gossamer Games, B8.
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Wheelchair basketball hosts tournament, wins 1 of 4
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

Edinboro University’s wheelchair basketball
team finished out their home games with a
tournament on Jan. 26 and 27.
The Fighting Scots’ first game against the
University of Illinois was a close, nerve-racking
contest. Edinboro opened the scoring with
baskets by Kevin Atherly and Chayse Wolf before
the Fighting Illini could get on the board. Illinois
and Edinboro would trade baskets until halftime,
with Illinois pulling ahead by 3 and finishing the
half leading 21-18.
Baskets by Will Speed and Alex Saylah put
Edinboro up 22-21, but Illinois would regain their
lead. Edinboro pulled to within 1 after a Saylah
basket and a completed Atherly free throw with
a little more than a minute left. Both Edinboro
and Illinois would miss on their next possessions
and Spencer Hossup would complete a layup to
solidify Illinois’ win.

Wolf scored 13 points and earned 5 assists in
the effort, while Atherly scored 11 points with 4
assists, 9 rebounds and 5 steals.
The Fighting Scots’ next game of the day
would be just as close as the first. The Wisconsin
Warhawks opened the scoring with two baskets
before Boro could get on the board, and the Scots
and Warhawks would trade baskets for a majority
of the first half before Wisconsin pulled to a 26-19
lead at the break.
The Warhawks once again opened scoring in
the second half, but this time Edinboro would
respond with a short run. Atherly left the game
due to fouls, but the Scots would pull to within
2, bringing the score to 45-43 after an Ayuba Alli
basket. Alli’s basket would be the last one for the
Scots and the Warhawks would end the game
leading 49-43.
Alli scored 19 points and earned 4 assists in the
second game, while Wolf scored 10 points and
earned 5 assists with 5 rebounds. Atherly scored
8 points with 7 rebounds and 4 steals before he

Over break, wrestling shows
promise against tough foes
By George Schmidt
Staff Writer

The Fighting Scots started off their winter
break by competing in the Ken Kraft Midlands
Invitational hosted by Northwestern University.
The majority of teams in the tournament
came from the Big Ten, the premier conference
in Division I wrestling. The Fighting Scots
performed well through opening day, with Sean
Russell, Korbin Myers and Billy Miller still alive in
the wrestle-backs.
On day two, Russell earned a win over
Spencer Lee of Iowa, who he lost to earlier in the
tournament, due to Lee medically forfeiting the
match. Russell would take fifth overall and would
be the highest finishing Fighting Scot.
Myers would end up finishing eighth after
winning one of two on the second day. Miller
would lose his only match on day two, finishing
outside the podium in his first action back on the
mat since Nov. 11 at the EMU Open.
On Jan. 6, the Fighting Scots took on Eastern
Wrestling League (EWL) opponent Bloomsburg
University of Pennsylvania, dispatching them, 353. Nate Hagan, Peter Pappas, Andrew Shomers,
Fritz Hoehn and Ty Schoffstall would help the
effort by earning major decision victories, while
Russell received a forfeit at 125 pounds to give the
team its first 6 points of the meet. Myers, Aaron
Paddock and Miller would all pick up decisions,
good for a total of 9 points, to aide the Fighting
Scots’ effort. The lone blemish came as Zach
Ancewicz lost by a 3-2 decision.
The Fighting Scots returned to action at
McComb Fieldhouse on Jan. 19 to host the No. 10
ranked Virginia Tech University. They would give
Virginia Tech a run for their money, but ultimately
came up short, losing 20-15.

Swim
From B1
Nick Bradford finished first with a time of 3:15.02
in the 4X100 freestyle relay, while Kopacko, Bliss,
Daiger and Sydney Dundon finished in 3:39.61 to
place first in the same event.
Kopacko also finished first in the 50 freestyle
sprint in 24.07 seconds, while Dundon finished
first in the 100 freestyle, a race which she has not
lost in the four dual meets she has competed in
this year, with a time of 54.51 seconds.
Yana Miletska also earned three wins for the
women, finishing first in the 200 individual
medley in 2:15.03, the 200 butterfly in 2:16.42, and
the 200 breaststroke in 2:30.10. Grosso rounded
out the men’s three wins with a first-place finish in
the 200 butterfly with a time of 1:59.96.
Rhodes said a lack of focus and need for rest
was part of the reason the teams could not find

The loss was not without bright spots, though,
as No. 18-ranked Myers defeated No. 13 Dennis
Gustafson, 6-4. Not to be outdone, No. 14 Miller
defeated No. 18 Andrew Dunn by a score of 3-2.
Flynn believes the meet showed that the team
has improved over the course of the season, and
he is hopeful the Fighting Scots can succeed if
they keep improving.
“I thought they did well. We’re getting better,”
Flynn said. “We weren’t a good team to start out,
and I think we’re slowly improving, and that’s
good.”
The next test for the Fighting Scots came just
three days later against Rider University, where
they would lose, 21-15, in another competitive
meet. Russell, Myers, Ancewicz and Miller would
all secure decision wins over their respective Rider
opponents.
Shomers highlighted the Fighting Scots
performance as he picked up a win over No. 16
B.J. Clagon. Clagon went up early in the second
period, 2-0, but Shomers kept working and kept it
close by securing a takedown of his own. Having
choice to start the third period, Shomers chose
neutral and scored a late takedown to make it 4-2
as the final buzzer sounded. Clagon received an
extra point for riding time, but it was not enough
to overcome Shomers.
Flynn said he felt the Scots fought well and
showed signs of promise even while they struggled
through their last two meets.
“I thought we looked good, even against Rider
and [Virginia] Tech, and we lost those matches,
but I thought overall we looked good physically,”
he said.
George Schmidt can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.
more success throughout the meet.
“We did a good job racing in some races, but in
others, I don’t think we did,” he said. “I told them
that what I’m taking away is that it looks like we’re
ready to rest, that they’ve been doing a great job
training, but they weren’t as focused or as sharp as
they needed to be.”
He said that the team will train hard for another
week before decreasing the intensity of their
workouts leading up to the PSAC conference
meet, held from Feb. 21-24. This is in order to rest
and show up ready to compete in peak condition.
“[We’ll] go pretty hard, and then we’ll start
tapering off, start refining some of the strokes,
really start doing all the little things that are
necessary that we need to do, and then pretty
much get mentally prepared to do what we need
to do to swim fast.”
Christopher Rosato Jr. can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.

GRADUATING
in MAY 2018?

You MUST complete
the online graduation
application via your
SCOTS account*.
If you do not apply to
graduate, your degree
will not be posted to
your academic record.

*All applications
received after
February 5, 2018
are subject to a
$100 late fine

exited the contest.
Edinboro’s first game on Saturday was a
rematch against the Fighting Illini. This time, the
Fighting Scots would open the scoring with a
9-point run, holding the lead for the entire game.
Boro finished the first half leading 23-14.
Illinois would try to come back from their
deficit, but the closest they got was within 6
points. A basket from Speed would be the last
basket of the game, keeping the score at 49-40
with two minutes left to play. The victory over
the Fighting Illini was the first in 10 years for the
Fighting Scots.
Speed scored 14 points and earned 3 assists, 6
rebounds and 2 steals. Atherly scored 13 points
and had 7 rebounds, while Alli scored 12 points
and earned 7 assists with 6 rebounds.
Edinboro’s last game of the tournament was
against the Cleveland Wheelchair Cavaliers. The
Cavs would lead 22-10 going into the second half.
Edinboro would score first in the second half,
and they would use a 16-2 run to cut their deficit

to one possession halfway through the second
half. Edinboro would tie the game after a basket
by Speed, while a Saylah basket would give the
Fighting Scots the lead after Wolf fouled out. The
Cavs would outshoot the Scots, though, putting
up more points in the last few minutes to win,
47-37.
Speed scored 9 points, as did Atherly, who also
had 9 rebounds. Wolf scored 8 points and earned
5 assists before exiting the game.
As this was the last home game of the season,
the team honored their seniors, Bryson McLeod,
Alli and former player Mike Adams.
After the tournament, Head Wheelchair
Basketball Coach Jim Glatch said he felt the team
needed to work on “consistency, playing offense
and defense at the same level,” but that he was
happy to end the team’s 10-year drought against
Illinois.
Erica Burkholder can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.
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Philadelphia Eagles tight end Zach Ertz (86) catches a 1-yard second-quarter touchdown
past Carolina Panthers cornerback Daryl Worley at Bank of America Stadium in
Charlotte, N.C., on Thursday, Oct. 12, 2017.

Zach Ertz, Rob Gronkowski headline
tight end duel in Sunday’s Super Bowl
By Zach Berman

The Philadelphia Inquirer
PHILADELPHIA — Zach Ertz did not need to
look up the statistics. He can tell you exactly how
many yards New England Patriots tight end Rob
Gronkowski accumulated in 2011.
“I think it’s at 1,327,” Ertz said correctly,
referencing Gronkowski’s record for tight-end
yardage in a single season. “He set pretty much
every tight-end record out there.”
It’s rare for the Eagles to enter a game without
the best tight end on the field. That’s an advantage
the Eagles have realized with Ertz’s continued
development, including his first Pro Bowl bid this
season. (The game was Sunday; Ertz did not play
because the Eagles have the Super Bowl to worry
about.)
The Super Bowl will be one of those games
when Ertz plays second fiddle in the tightend spotlight because of Gronkowski, who is
considered the NFL’s premier tight end, when he
plays. Gronkowski missed the Patriots’ practices
last week after suffering a concussion in the AFC
championship game, although he was back on the
field Saturday and there’s optimism he will play.
Ertz’s 824 receiving yards this season finished
third among NFL tight ends behind Gronkowski
(1,084) and Kansas City’s Travis Kelce (1,038). He
finished ahead of Gronkowski in receptions (Ertz
had 74, Gronkowski had 69) and they each scored
eight touchdowns.
Both offenses will need to rely on their tight
ends in the Super Bowl. And both defenses have
safeties used to shutting down opposing tight
ends. Malcolm Jenkins fills that role for the Eagles
and former Eagle Patrick Chung has become tight
ends’ nemesis on New England.
Jenkins has never played against Gronkowski
in three career games against New England, but
he’s preparing for the challenge the 6-foot-6,
265-pounder presents.
“I’ll be looking forward to the matchup,”
Jenkins said. “He’s the top tight end in the league
for a reason.”
If Jenkins needed a scouting report, he would
only need to look to Ertz. The Eagles tight end
studied management science and engineering at
Stanford and has been lauded for his intelligence.
He’s aware of tight ends throughout the league,
able to rattle of their accomplishments as if he was
prepping for an exam in Palo Alto. So when he
knew Gronkowski’s record-setting statistics, it was
not by chance.
“The guy is a physical specimen, he’s a freak,”
Ertz said. “He’s able to use his body. He obviously
has a very good quarterback throwing him the
ball, but he’d still be producing those numbers
with or without Tom Brady. I’ve definitely learned
a lot from him. He’s a beast after the catch. He’s
able to use his body whenever he wants to get
open. Even when he’s not open, he’s open with
the frame that he has and the ball skills that he
has. He’s someone who’s been the preeminent

tight end in this league for a long time, and he’s an
unbelievable player.”
Ertz, who is 6-5 and 250, can earn similar
praise, especially for his route-running and the
way he uses leverage against defenders. Ertz
credited his film study and coaching for that
skill. He often watches other tight ends, but it’s
not Gronkowski that Ertz tries to emulate; it’s
Cowboys tight end Jason Witten.
“You’d see some similarities if you studied our
game,” Ertz said.
Ertz messaged Witten last week to congratulate
him on another Pro Bowl and has often shared
with Witten how much he admires him. Witten
said before Week 17 that he “loves how (Ertz)
plays the game,” called Ertz an “exceptional player”
and “one of the best in game,” and added that
a large part of the Eagles’ offensive success this
season was due to “his ability with good routerunning to finding the soft spots in zones.”
Before the NFC championship game, Ertz said
he wanted to be the player the Eagles relied upon
on third downs. He showed why in the game,
including four third-down catches that resulted in
first downs. That was a big reason the Eagles were
able to go 10 of 14 against the NFL’s best thirddown defense in at least two decades. And two of
Ertz’s catches came on third-and-longs, one with
10 yards to go and another with 8 yards to go, the
type of clutch catches that extend drives and can
change games.
Ertz gave credit to the offensive line’s blocking,
especially by left tackle Halapoulivaati Vaitai
against Minnesota Pro Bowl defensive end
Everson Griffen, because Ertz was able to run
routes instead of helping with pass protection.
“The more guys you can get in the route, the
better success rate it can be,” Ertz said. “When the
situation calls for it, I want to be the guy, I want to
make the play.”
The Patriots might be confident because of
how Chung has played — opposing tight ends
averaged only 45 yards per game against the
Patriots’ defense this season — but the Vikings
likely had similar confidence last week with allpro safety Harrison Smith. Ertz caught all eight
of his targeted passes for 93 yards, including a
36-yard gain. And with Alshon Jeffery the Eagles’
top target on the outside, Torrey Smith requiring
defenses’ attention deep, and Nelson Agholor’s
versatility creating potential mismatches, Ertz can
be dangerous in the middle of the field.
“He’s hard to cover,” offensive coordinator
Frank Reich said of Ertz. “He’s hard to cover oneon-one. He’s hard to cover in zone because he’s got
such a good feel. I think that’s the problem that
our offense presents. When you can attack from
the inside like Ertz can, but then we have guys
on the outside making plays, they feed off one
another.”
The same has been said for Gronkowski ever
since he set NFL records. It’s why the matchup of
the tight ends against both defenses is one of the
keys to the Super Bowl.
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WOMEN’S

MEN’S

The Spectator details the winter season for basketball squads

— At time of publication

A Notice from the Office of Records and Registration...

Confidentiality and Privacy
of Student Records
Edinboro University policy is in compliance with the
Pennsylvania “Right to Know Law of 1957” and the federal
“Family Education and Privacy Acts of 1947”, as amended,
concerning the rights of students to confidentiality and privacy
of their records.
The release of the following “directory information” is permitted
under the law, and it might be released to third persons at
the discretion of the Registrar without prior permission of the
student:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Name
Address (campus, local or home address)
Telephone number
Date and place of birth
Program and concentration(s) and minor(s)
Student activity participation; including athletics
Weight and height (athletic teams)
Dates of attendance
Full-time, three-quarter time, half-time or less than halftime enrollment status
Anticipated graduation date
Class level
Degrees and awards received
Date of graduation
All educational institutions previously attended
Academic awards, scholarships, and/or honors received
Student photograph

Jasmine Fehr competes at the YSU Collegiate Invitational on Jan. 19.
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By Chris Slack

EU Sports Information
EDINBORO — Jasmine Fehr posted an NCAA provisional mark in the mile run on Saturday, as
the Edinboro women’s track and field team hosted the annual Al Hall Freedom Games at the Mike
S. Zafirovski Sports & Recreation Dome. Competitors at the meet included Edinboro, Clarion,
Slippery Rock, Alfred State and Chatham.
Fehr posted her second provisional mark of the campaign, finishing the mile in first place with
a time of 4 minutes, 56.11 seconds. She also ran an NCAA qualifying time in the 800-meter run at
the YSU Collegiate Invitational on Jan. 19, with a third place finish at 2:12.08
Two other Fighting Scots completed Saturday’s meet with first place finishes. Gabby Schultz led
Edinboro with two victories; as she won in shot put (13.46 m) and weight throw (15.33 m). Stefanie
Parsons also posted a win, finishing the 800 in 2:14.29.
Abbey Lang and Olivia Rowe each ended the day with a second place finish. Lang finished the
800 at 2:21.09, while Rowe ended the Pentathlon with 1,553 points and six points shy of first place.
Rowe won the 800 (2:42.32), 60-meter hurdles (10.02) and long jump (4.85 m).
The Edinboro ‘C’ distance medley team also finished in second place with a time of 13:03.84. The
team was made up of Lang, Jordan Hauser, Brooke Messinger and Maggie Whittington.
The Fighting Scots are back in action on Feb. 2, as they travel back to Youngstown State for the
YSU Mid-Major Invitational.

Each student has the right to prevent the release of directory
information indicated above by notifying the Office of
Records and Registration in writing. Such notification must be
submitted to the Office of Records and Registration no later
than the end of the “ADD Period” established by the University
for each academic semester or session. Once a written request
to withhold information has been received, it will remain in
effect until the student rescinds the request in writing to the
Office of Records and Registration.
Abbey Lang, EU Sports Info.

Gabby Schultz, EU Sports Info.
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Crucial to campus:

Our Viewpoint

UPB Glow Night and the
importance of campus activities
By Devva Saunders
Staff Writer

many years, despite what actual vote numbers are.
Now one might think, “surely this can’t be allowed,” but as I
stated above, it’s extremely common.
One of the current districts in Pennsylvania was just said to
resemble “Goofy kicking Donald Duck,” which doesn’t seem
like much of a logical shape considering the state’s rectangle. If
you’re interested in which one, it’s the 7th District, and it’s quite a
monstrosity.
Luckily though, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has recently
ruled that the current congressional boundaries of the state are
unconstitutional.
This comes in the wake of a North Carolina federal judge
recently ruling the same thing less than a month ago. The New
York Times reported the judge as calling such boundary creation as
“motivated by invidious (unpleasant) partisan intent.”
When it comes down to it, this isn’t a strictly Democrat or
Republican problem, but instead a majority problem. Generally,
whoever is in power wishes to stay in power, so when they’re able
to change district lines, it is best done when they have the power to
do so nearly unopposed.
However, there is a distinct difference in how they handle
their own form of gerrymandering, according to Kimball Brace,
president of Virginia-based Election Data Services.
Commonly, when Democrats control redistricting, they tend to
create “coalition districts,” which then tend to include a variety of
different liberal groups in order to form Democratic-leaning seats.
Republicans, however, tend to lump voters of similar
demographics together to create deep-red and very blue districts,
resulting in a lack of moderate lawmakers.
While there haven’t been cases as extreme as Venezuela, where
the socialist majority went from a 48 percent vote to a 60 percent
vote following re-allocation of districts, the U.S. definitely isn’t in
the clear.
Things must change soon, that is without a doubt, but with
opposition from 12 Republican congressman, who state the
immediate changes called for by the Pennsylvania court will
result in disruption of the 2018 elections, this may be put on the
backburner yet again.
But if it does see a loss of urgency and priority, how long will
that last? It may be a very long time before this issue is fixed if a
sympathetic majority isn’t in place and willing to change such laws,
even if it puts them at a disadvantage in the future.

At the Glow in the Dark party hosted by the University
Programing Board on Jan. 26, students were greeted with a
complimentary event T-shirt. Neon glow sticks illuminated the
room, while students were adorned with colorful crowns, necklaces
and bangles. The room hummed with a booming bass as the DJ
played well-known dance music. The atmosphere was alive with
energy as students played new versions of old party games.
Glow-in-the-dark beanbags went flying across the room as
friends cheered each other on. Ping-pong balls rolled across the
floor, remnants of failed mock beer pong attempts, awash in the
neon strobe lights that covered the walls. The photo booth was
an event highlight; students clustering together around the prop
table to piece together their silly costumes for a commemorative
photoshoot with friends. Events like this, where students can
come together and have fun as a group, are what impact Edinboro
University’s growing social environment.
Jessica Gray is a 2008 Edinboro University graduate and
now serves as director of annual giving. She is also a member of
the Co-Curricular Activities Task Force, which was assembled
by university President Dr. H. Fred Walker to research student
involvement in extracurricular clubs and activities.
In an interview conducted via email referencing how attendance
and advertising methods at co-curricular functions can be
improved, Gray said: “I think the events are there, but reaching
the target audience can always be a challenge. What can we do to
better serve our EU students and share events on campus? Where
are students looking for this information? Are you looking on the
webpage, social media or community boards on campus?”
She continued: “This is our main focus in the Co-Curricular
Activities Task Force. We want to help connect our students with
the appropriate organizations and events on campus; this will
enhance the EU experience and help our students truly thrive.”
When asked what students would like to see in the future, Gray
said: “I think students would like to see more traditions start on
campus and Greek life thrive again. I sat down one-on-one with
the EU Phonathon team and Student Philanthropy Council and
interviewed each of them last semester. Many expressed they
wanted certain co-curricular activities available on campus, many
of which EU actually already offers.”
Gray herself had participated in many co-curricular activities
during the duration of her time as an EU student, including,
but not limited to: Alpha Sigma Alpha, Dance Team, Student
Government Association and the football cheerleading squad.
Gray received her first job out of college due to her involvement
in co-curricular activities. The Co-Curricular Activities Task Force
will be releasing their complete report later this year, but Gray
mentioned this piece of information: “It’s crucial for students to
participate because it helps them learn time management, feel more
connected, acquire soft skills and enhances the classroom learning
experience. The student that gets involved, that yearns for the busy
schedule, is the one that makes the most of their college experience.
It’s proven that co-curricular activities are directly connected to
student success, student engagement and retention.”
Edinboro University has more than 140 clubs and organizations
to choose from, some of which include Student Government
Association, Greek life and Highland Ambassadors.
At the Glow in the Dark event, many students seemed to have
a blast hanging out and dancing with friends; however, there were
a few in attendance who seemed to observe the fun rather than
actively participate. Social gatherings like these can sometimes be
uncomfortable if the student does not have friends in attendance or
see a familiar face in the crowd. What is EU doing to connect to its
wallflower population? This is the question the task force hopes to
resolve in the near future.

Roman Sabella can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.

Devva Saunders can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.
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The Pennsylvania Supreme Court recently ruled that the state congressional map was an example of gerrymandering.

A gerrymandering fix should be top priority
By Roman Sabella
Voices Editor

It’s a cold November morning and, with opinions in mind and
politicians you’re ready to vote for, you’re off to the polls.
Everyone you know is voting for your favorite candidate, and
you’re sure that will be enough to turn your district blue, but when
the votes are counted, it goes red yet again. You’re furious and don’t
understand how this could happen.
So what should you do next? Well your next move should be
to take a look at the districts you’re in and you might see why the
polls swayed the way they did.
One of the culprits of this bait-and-switch very well may be
gerrymandering. It’s a concept that is back in the news again, but
has been a staple since 1812 when the term was first coined.
Gerrymandering is the practice of redrawing election districts
in order to put one party or race in an advantaged position. While
it isn’t so much used for race, but such an argument could be made
in certain cases, it is still often used to make sure red states stay red
and blue states stay blue.
Contrary to popular belief, there are actually two types of
gerrymandering, partisan and bipartisan, but only the first has
been labeled an issue.
Bipartisan gerrymandering, the practice of redistricting that
favors officials of both parties, however, is legal as it doesn’t
negatively affect one group or another. But for simplicity’s sake, I
won’t go into that anymore.
Now as far as partisan gerrymandering, this maintenance of
the status quo has caused several lawsuits throughout the years,
with the first one, Davis v. Bandemer (1986), resulting in the
Supreme Court agreeing that partisan gerrymandering violated
the Equal Protection Clause. However, there was no constitutional
standard that could be used to evaluate claims of its occurrence,
so ever since, the Court has been stuck on how to strike down
gerrymandering due to lack of plurality or majority in ruling.
To imagine how gerrymandering works, it’s easier to describe
it with simple shapes and colors, along with the assistance of a
graphic from The Washington Post.
Their article, “Gerrymandering, explained,” described “three
different ways to divide 50 people into five districts. In the first
image, they showed a breakdown of 60 percent blue voters and 40
percent red (of the 50 people). In their “perfect representation,”
that would equal three blue districts won and two red districts
won (or 3/5 and 2/5 of voters). But, in the following examples, by
altering shape of a district, they show how you could actually create
five blue districts winning, or how you could actually have three
red districts as winners (despite red not winning the popular vote).
In the case of gerrymandering, those in power can merely
change district lines around, thus keeping states red or blue for

Could there be a world without flu? Science says it’s possible
By Los Angeles Times
Tribune News Service

Nasty viruses that deliver gruesome death (Ebola) or cause horrific birth defects (Zika)
understandably get the big headlines when they flare up. The outbreaks are followed by calls
for action and furious scrambling to come up with a cure. And while that’s reasonable, it
contrasts sharply with the oddly ho-hum attitude humans seem to have developed toward a
deadlier viral killer — influenza — that shows up every year to inflict widespread sickness and
claim the lives of 290,000 to 650,000 humans, most of them old or infirm.
The 2017-2018 flu season is shaping up to be one of the deadliest in recent history. The
illness hit hard and early, killing an unusually high number of young and healthy people (30
children had died in the U.S. by mid-January), causing a shortage of antiviral medicine and
prompting some overwhelmed hospitals to take drastic action, such as treating sick people
in parking lots. The dominant strain this go-around is unusually lethal, and the vaccine
prepared for this season is particularly ineffective at preventing people from getting sick. These
developments signal that it’s time for the nation to focus its efforts on developing universal flu
vaccines that provide long-term protection from all strains.
The current method of developing seasonal flu shots is little more than guesswork. Scientists
do the best they can to predict the strain that will be circulating the following year. Even
at their most effective, these short-term vaccines rarely protect half the population from
infection. We can do better. It may sound like fantasy, but universal vaccines are well within the

realm of possibility.
Last week, a UCBC-based team of researchers reported in the journal Science that they have
found a novel way to protect mice and ferrets from some influenza strains, and the technique
may well be applicable to other viruses and to humans. Influenza is able to make people ill
because of its ability to hide from the immune system’s initial defenses. The UCLA team found
it could disable this ability so the virus could be killed off before it can do harm.
Granted, before a cure can be declared, the data must be replicated and human trials must be
conducted successfully, a set of hurdles that won’t be cleared for years, if ever. Still, the UCLA
results are a tremendously promising step that has scientists and epidemiologists hopeful it
could lead to a vaccine that offers full protection from deadly flu in the coming decades.
There’s also hope for improved if not quite universal vaccines as soon as five years from now.
That prospect is why the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases has made it a
priority to push for better vaccines. Another motivating factor: the possibility of a devastating
flu pandemic. It’s been a century since the Spanish Flu wiped out as much as a third of the
global population, and epidemiologists say humanity is due for another “Big One.”
Because pandemics happen when influenza viruses make huge mutations, rather than small
shifts, seasonal flu shots would offer little to no protection. Let’s not wait until then to stop
treating the flu like a familiar, if troublesome, annual house guest. Finding a better way to fight
this serial killer needs to be given at least as much urgency as attacking the next sexy virus that
pops up in the news.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Trump still appeasing that narrow slice of U.S.
By Mark Z. Barabak
Los Angeles Times

For over an hour Tuesday night, Presidential
Donald Trump vied with pugnacious Trump.
The White House had promised a conciliatory
and uplifting State of the Union speech, which
stood to reason. It’s one thing to inveigh against
the mess Trump said he inherited a year ago and
another to laud the job he claims to have done
cleaning it up.
Gone, then, was the wreckage, the ruin and
the dystopian “American carnage” he deplored
in the glowering speech at his inauguration.
Instead, Trump offered a vision of hopefulness
and light, for a time, anyway.
“This is our new American moment,” he
said loftily in the early moments of his address.
“There has never been a better time to start
living the American dream.”
But those grace notes were soon
overshadowed by an increasingly harsh tone, as
though the president couldn’t or didn’t care to
contain his more ad-libbed and aggressive self.
He needled Democrats over the partial
dismantling of the Affordable Care Act, one of
his predecessor’s proudest achievements. He
resurrected the controversy over the national
anthem and the dissent of kneeling black
athletes.
When he spoke of immigration, perhaps the
touchiest issue facing a gridlocked Congress,
he placed it in a dark frame, with talk of gang
violence, of alien intruders stealing jobs and a
suggestion of unending “chain” migrants, aunts,
uncles, cousins and other family members,
leaching taxpayer dollars.
In his closest approximation to an olive
branch, Trump said he would support a
proposal offering a path to citizenship for 1.8
million children, so-called “Dreamers,” who
were brought to America illegally by their
parents. But only, he said, if Democrats would
agree to a border wall and other changes in legal
immigration they consider anathema.
The result was groans and hisses and boos
from that side of the House chamber.
The annual speech to Congress is one of
Washington’s most carefully choreographed
set pieces, and for portions of it Trump hewed
closely to a familiar script
He assayed the state of the union,
pronouncing it “strong.” He outlined an
ambitious agenda, which lawmakers will mostly
ignore, crowed about his achievements, made
a feint in the direction of bipartisanship and
saluted a large number of invited guests who
served as props representing different bullet
points (immigration, a strong military, the
opioid addiction crisis) of his speech.
It was all terribly conventional, but only to a

point.
There were many long sections that could
just have easily been delivered at one of Trump’s
roisterous “Make America Great Again”
campaign rallies, down to the moment when
the ranks of Republican lawmakers broke into
a lusty chant of “USA! USA!” as the president,
chin out, approvingly took in the scene.
The contrast to the last time Trump stood in
the well of the House was striking.
Eleven months ago, he delivered a more
subdued performance, earning plaudits and
generating widespread talk of a presidential
turning point or, in that most overused
expression, a pivot toward a more staid and
conformist style of governance.
Then, days later, Trump was back to tweeting
about a “bad (or sick)” President Barack Obama
bugging Trump Tower, a figment that roused
his political base but instantly banished any
Democratic goodwill or notions of presidential
normalcy.
Trump has shattered political convention in
so many ways that it is difficult to enumerate
them all. One of the most significant is this:
Although the economy is perking smartly along
and Americans tell pollsters they feel better
about their financial well-being than they have
in years, the president has gotten very little
credit.
Indeed, his approval rating stands at a
historical low for a chief executive this early in
his term, severing the long-standing correlation
between economic good times and voter
satisfaction.
His speech Tuesday night, with its primetime prominence and audience reaching in the
tens of millions, offered a chance to address
that problem. “Over the last year, we have made
incredible progress and achieved extraordinary
success,” Trump said, reeling off a number of
favorable economic statistics.
But much of the address seemed aimed at a
far narrower audience.
To a greater degree than any recent president,
Trump has used his time in office to appease the
relatively narrow slice of the electorate, older,
whiter, alienated, aggrieved, that placed him in
power, opting not to reach out, bend and seek to
broaden that coalition.
His uncompromising performance Tuesday
night perfectly encapsulated that approach.
Supporters found much to like and detractors
plenty to reinforce their contempt.
It is too much to expect any single speech,
much less one as politically freighted as the State
of the Union, to instantly bridge such a yawning
gap. If anything, though, Trump’s provocative
remarks seemed likely to push warring
Democrats and Republicans even further apart.
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President Donald Trump signs the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2018 during an event on Dec. 12, 2017, in the Roosevelt Room of the White
House in Washington, D.C.

There’s plenty wrong with it, but we must
take Trump’s immigration plan seriously
Bloomberg View

Tribune News Service
President Donald Trump
has done something that
has eluded the Republican
Party for nearly a decade:
He has outlined the
possibility of broad
immigration reform.
Trump’s immigration
framework is far from
perfect. But the fact that it
is being criticized by the
extreme wing of his party
should be taken as a sign
of hope that we may just
have a basis for bipartisan
discussion. For this reason,
Democrats should treat
the proposal with more
seriousness (and less
derision) than they have
to date.
To be sure, there’s
plenty wrong with
Trump’s framework — his
insistence on wasting $25
billion for a wall system, in
particular, and the veiled
curbs on asylum. But in
other ways the plan is an
advance. For the Dreamers,
anything less than a path
to citizenship would be
deeply unfair. And, in
principle, it makes good
economic sense, as Trump

proposes, to replace the
U.S. emphasis on family
reunification with rules
addressed to shortages of
labor.
Trump’s suggested
limitations on family
sponsorships echo the
recommendations of
earlier blue-ribbon
commissions and aren’t
as harsh as they would
have been before travel
and telecommunications
became more affordable.
(A new skills-based
system could also grant
extra points to those
with extended family
relationships.) The end of
the diversity-visa lottery
program is overdue —
unless, that is, you’re a
believer in citizenship
bingo.
A crucial question,
though, is how far these
changes would affect
immigration in the
aggregate. It’s one thing
to tilt the balance away
from family sponsorships
to economic criteria, quite
another to seek a system
that clamps down on legal
immigration as a whole
— a woefully misguided

strategy, especially at a
time when American
industries and businesses
are hungry for qualified
workers. The implications
of the plan for overall
immigration would depend
on the numerical caps that
the administration would
go on to set and exactly
how it would handle the
backlog of almost 4 million
family-sponsored visas.
The administration’s
intentions on this score
are suspect. Nonetheless,
starting from here, a
good-faith bipartisan effort
could resolve those issues.
It needs to be
emphasized that in a halfdecent world, the fate of
the Dreamers wouldn’t
even be up for debate.
Sadly, though, it has been.
If a pragmatic consensus
can be reached on a just
resolution of that issue,
together with new rules
for legal immigration to
provide the workers the
country needs, it deserves
to be embraced. Whether
he intended it or not,
Trump’s proposal just
might be a nudge in the
right direction.

Coping with loss: a personal story
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Alex Young, left, and Linda Schenk hold photographs of their cats, pictured left to right, Pogo, Bandar and Pixel, all of
whom died in the last two years. Pet bereavement counseling is part of a growing pet industry.

By JoAllie Paluchak
Staff Writer

Very few experiences in life compare to the peaceful
reassurance of coming home to your pet. There is undoubtedly
a rush of endorphins, which radiates throughout an individual’s
body, as they anticipate their pets’ “greeting” and an eagerness to
focus on the love they share for one another. This encounter is a
type of comfort, a moment of stability which many rely on each
day to heave way to the hectic world around them. Furthermore,
there is a type of inner shell blossoming for a human when they
embrace the outer shell of their pet, which can be displayed by
actions such as rubbing a dog’s stomach or stroking a cat.
I came across a quote by Anatole France, a French poet in
the late 1800s, that spoke volumes regarding the richness of the
pet and human bond. The quote states: “Until one has loved an
animal, a part of one’s soul remains unawakened.”
Sadly, like all interpersonal relationships, the pet and human
bond does eventually cease in the physical world. Losing a
pet, regardless of the who, what, when, where and why is
heartbreaking.
It is imperative to acknowledge that according to the 20172018 National Pet Owners Survey conducted by the American
Pet Products Association (APPA), 68 percent of U.S. households
own a pet. To clarify, that abstract percent equates to 85 million

families. This data personally reassures me in my own loss that I
am not alone in my story and multitude of emotions.
Based on the mass amount of people affected by pet loss
and for other specific reasons, I feel compelled to share a brief
narration of my cat, Jazzy, via this media outlet. The four reasons
for my disclosure are as follows:
1. To celebrate the human-pet bond in the physical world and
beyond.
2. To share personal coping strategies to aid others in the
healing process.
3. To create an open dialogue regarding pet loss.
4. To pay tribute to Jazzy.
The following paragraph is a concise overview of Jazzy’s life
with my family and I.
We acquired Jazzy through my sister’s babysitter at the time
who could no longer care for her. For over a decade, Jazzy
became an integral member of my family, one who always
made my family and I smile, laugh, and truly enjoy the present
moment. Jazzy had quirky personality traits that were vital in
establishing our bond and connecting with her, such as biting her
nails and squeezing herself in board game boxes much too small
for her.
In addition, Jazzy was enthralled when my sister would give
her what we called a “tummy yummy,” which was merely just
rubbing her stomach. The bond my sister and Jazzy had was

really beautiful in regard to how they visibly cared and loved one
other. Jazzy would throw herself all over my sister’s homework,
jump into baby doll crates, and follow her around the house.
As all of my family (including Jazzy) aged over the years, the
dynamic of the household shifted too as Jazzy became less
fearful of noises, strangers and, I believe, herself. Simultaneously,
her health began to decline due to her age and other medical
issues we were not aware of. In November of 2016, Jazzy fell ill,
the vet declaring it a bit of a mystery, but concluding she was
severely dehydrated and had other medical problems that were
commonplace for a 12-year-old cat. Just as we started to lose
hope, Jazzy’s body miraculously started functioning normally
again. My family and I got another full year with her before her
ultimate departure in November of 2017.
My dad joked around and said, “She must just not like the
month of November.” As we laughed at the irony of both her
sicknesses occurring in the same month, we also knew her latest
illness in 2017 was far worse than before and would most likely
take her life.
Her body became so frail and weak, she struggled to walk
without wobbling over, her breathing became loud and
strenuous, and her overall quality of life was diminishing. We
had to make the excruciating decision to put her down to end
her suffering. Again, I share this story to exemplify how my
own fears, anxieties and sadness of the overall experience may
resonate with at least a few of the 82 million families who own
pets.
It has been two months since Jazzy died and although I do
and always will miss her physical presence in our house, she will
indefinitely remain in our hearts. Moreover, I have implemented
several coping strategies in my life to help me gain acceptance
and peace with her death.
1. Picture her in her favorite spots in the house.
2. Openly talk about happy moments I had with her, instead of
focusing only on the sadness of her loss.
3. Allow myself to feel any and all emotions without judgment.
4. Acknowledge her loss with grace and understanding that we
all will pass in due time.
In addition, there are several services and resources on
campus, such as Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS),
to aid an individual through any type of mental health hardships.
I encourage all people to consider that any and all type of loss
is valid, and the feelings that erupt from this event need to be
addressed appropriately for closure purposes. Yet, there is not
one right thing to say or do to expedite the healing process. In
my opinion, it is most important to not bury the loss, but to plant
seeds of healing with those around you, allowing you to move
forward positively in life.
JoAllie Paluchak can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.
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Protest breaks out at University of Chicago
after professor invites Steve Bannon to campus
By Dawn Rhodes, Elvia Malagon
and Kim Janssen
Chicago Tribune

CHICAGO — A University of Chicago
professor has invited Steve Bannon, President
Donald Trump’s former chief strategist, to speak at
the South Side campus, a move that sparked a swift
backlash among faculty members and students
Thursday.
Luigi Zingales, a professor in the Booth School
of Business, is planning an event that tentatively
would involve a debate over subjects including
“the economic benefits of globalization and
immigration,” university officials confirmed in
a statement. Zingales invited Bannon, who has
pushed for a harder line on trade and immigration,
to debate an expert in the field with the professor
serving as a moderator. No other details about the
date and time were immediately available.
Representatives for Bannon could not be
reached for comment. Zingales posted a statement
on his Facebook page explaining his decision and
declined to comment further.
“As a university our primary mission is to form
new citizens of the world,” Zingales wrote. “As a
business school our primary mission is to form
new business leaders of the world. I can hardly
think of a more important issue for new citizens
and business leaders of the world than the backlash
against globalization and immigration that is
taking place not just in America, but in all the
Western World.”
Bannon, who was fired from his White
House job in August, has not made any public
appearances since he left his post as executive
chairman of Breitbart News Network this month.
He was ousted from Breitbart after a book quoted
him being sharply critical of the president’s
son and son-in-law for meeting with Russian
representatives during the campaign.
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Students and others demonstrate against the University of Chicago’s invitation to Steve
Bannon. Bannon is President Donald Trump’s former chief strategist.
For the University of Chicago, the Bannon
invitation provided a test of its vigorous support of
free speech on campus.
“Any recognized student group, faculty group,
university department or individual faculty
member can invite a speaker to campus,” university
officials said in the statement. “We recognize
that there will be debate and disagreement over
this event; as part of our commitment to free
expression, the university supports the ability of
protesters and invited speakers to express a wide
range of views.”
But some professors and students insist inviting
someone such as Bannon is not an issue of free
speech but rather of giving bigoted rhetoric
legitimacy by presenting it as a point of view

worthy of debate.
Nearly two dozen faculty members signed an
open letter to university President Robert Zimmer
and Provost Daniel Diermeier objecting to the
invitation.
“His presence on campus sends a chilling
message not only to students, staff and faculty at
the University, but also to the young people who
attend the University of Chicago Charter School
and Laboratory School and to the primarily black
neighbors who surround the university,” the letter
reads in part.
“Specifically, when speakers who question the
intellect and full humanity of people of color are
invited to campus to ‘debate’ their worthiness as
citizens and people, the message is clear that the

History being written at University of
Washington as they keep Quinault alive
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Revered Upper Skagit tribal elder Vi Hilbert is greeted as she arrives for a
preview of S’abadeb at the Seattle Art Museum in October 2008.

By Katherine Long
The Seattle Times

SEATTLE — When Alyssa Johnston
and members of her tribe speak to one
another in Quinault, they are often
moved to tears by the knowledge that, at
the turn of the century, the language was
all but dead.
The last person who spoke fluent
Quinault passed away in 1996. By
using recordings of those who spoke
the language in the 1960s, a handful of
people in the Olympic Peninsula tribe
are slowly and painstakingly piecing it
back together, and teaching it to a new
generation.
Last year, Johnston was the first
person in recent memory to earn a
world language credit at the University
of Washington by showing she had
achieved “intermediate low-level
proficiency” in that language.
“It’s everything to me,” Johnston said
of the importance of reviving her tribe’s
native tongue. “Language is culture,” she
said, and the tribe “right now is literally
making history” by bringing it back.
That history is also being written on
the UW’s Seattle campus.
Every two weeks, two separate
groups gather around a table in one
building or another to practice one of
two indigenous languages: Southern
Lushootseed, the common tongue of
the Native American tribes that lived
in this region, and Hawaiian, the native
language of the indigenous people of
Hawaii.
Chris Teuton, chair of American
Indian Studies at the UW, hopes
students eventually will be able to learn
both those languages in for-credit
courses, joining the 55 other languages
already taught by the university.
In the meantime, the informal classes
are a labor of love for the volunteers

who teach them. Nancy Jo Bob, a
member of the Lummi Nation, and
Tami Kay Hohn, of the Puyallup Tribe,
both drive up from Auburn every
month to offer several hours of language
instruction, using a system they devised
that helps students think and speak in
complete sentences from the outset.
Lushootseed was revived by Upper
Skagit author, teacher and linguist Vi
Hilbert, who died in 2008 at the age
of 90. Hilbert taught Lushootseed for
credit at the UW until her retirement
in 1988, and it has been taught
intermittently at the university since
then, along with Navajo and Yakama.
Lushootseed’s sentence structure is
different from English, and includes
sounds that don’t exist in English.
“It’s like my tongue is tap-dancing,”
one speaker marveled during a recent
language table session.
Sentences start with a verb, rather
than a subject, and the form the verb
takes, gives information about the
manner and time of action, said UW
English Professor Colette Moore, who is
taking part in the language table.
“By the time a speaker gets to the
subject in a Lushootseed sentence,” she
said, “he or she has already given a lot of
other information.”
The language’s history in the Puget
Sound area dates back thousands of
years. English, in contrast, has been
spoken around here for fewer than 250.
“Sometimes it can be a perspective
shift for students to see English as an
immigrant language,” Moore added,
“but, of course, it is.”
America’s past is threaded with a
long, ugly history of white settlers
separating Native Americans from their
languages and cultures. In the 1900s,
many Native American children were
sent to boarding schools, where they
were forced to speak only English.

Johnston, of the Quinault tribe, says
her grandfather spoke the language,
and her mother asked him to teach it to
her. But he refused, the older generation
feared their children wouldn’t be
successful if they spoke a Native
American language, she said.
“By revitalizing languages, that’s part
of the healing process,” said Teuton,
who is Cherokee and began learning
that language at the University of North
Carolina, where he taught before he
came to the UW. “We are trying to
recover from that colonial history.”
Native American knowledge, he said,
“is really grounded in our language —
the grounding of stories, our storytelling
traditions, our words for the natural
world, words that describe our social
relations.”
Language is also a vital cultural
connection for many Native Hawaiians
and Pacific Islanders, said Manuhuia
Barcham, a UW lecturer who helped
organize the Hawaiian language table.
Barcham hopes to also start one for
Samoan and Chamorro, which is spoken
in Guam and the Northern Mariana
Islands.
Both Pacific Islander and Native
American populations have low levels
of enrollment in higher education, and
part of the goal of teaching languages
is to make the UW “a more open and
friendly space for our youth and our
community,” he said.
Among the state’s other higher
education institutions, Lushootseed
has been taught at Pacific Lutheran
University and at the UW Tacoma, as
part of a summer institute. Wenatchee
Valley College in Omak teaches Salish;
the Northwest Indian College in
Bellingham teaches Native American
languages.
Johnston learned Quinault from
Cosette Terry-itewaste, a linguist who
is her tribe’s most fluent speaker, and
who was able to administer the test that
allowed Johnston to get UW credit for
knowing that language.
The UW requires entering students
to have completed two years of a foreign
language in high school, and to take
a third quarter while in college, or to
demonstrate that they have acquired
“intermediate low-level proficiency” in a
language other than English.
The university had to create a new
way to test proficiency in languages that
are not commonly taught.
“This provides an academic incentive
and establishes it as an equal language,
a world language,” said Russell Hugo, a
linguist in the UW’s language learning
center. “Hopefully more students can
do this, so we can build stronger ties
of support and recognition” for local
indigenous languages.

University’s commitment to freedom of expression
will come at the expense of those most vulnerable
in our community.”
Linguistics Professor Salikoko Mufwene
described Bannon as being “associated with the
white supremacist movement” and said inviting
him was “insensitive” and ignored the university’s
“communal responsibility” to its minority students.
“You can say it’s a matter of free speech but when
he is coming here to say things that will hurt some
of our members, we don’t want that,” Mufwene
said.
As word spread Wednesday night about
Bannon’s visit, university students also began
mobilizing through social media and texting.
By Thursday morning, a few dozen people
representing student groups and community
members converged on the steps of the business
school to protest Bannon’s planned visit.
“Disinvite,” the students chanted.
Sam Joyce, part of the Young Democratic
Socialists of America, was among those who spoke
out during the protest. He said he was disappointed
but not surprised to learn Bannon had been invited
to campus.
“I think this is sort of something the university’s
been doing for a while, trying to emphasize their
commitment to free expression,” said Joyce, 20.
“And I think it has reached an extent where it’s delegitimized marginalized groups on campus, and as
a result it’s sort of working against what they claim
to be standing for.”
This would be the third time the university has
hosted a Trump associate in recent months.
The university’s Institute of Politics hosted
events in January and February 2017 featuring
former White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer
and a former campaign manager for Trump, Corey
Lewandowski, drawing protests from students and
some faculty on both occasions.

Justice Department weighs in on
UC Berkeley free-speech brouhaha
By Benjamin Oreskes
Los Angeles Times

The Trump administration
is jumping into the fracas over
free speech at the University of
California, Berkeley.
The Justice Department on
Thursday filed a statement
of interest supporting two
conservative groups who sued the
school last year. The groups alleged
that administrators and campus
events policy unfairly hampered
their ability to book right-leaning
speakers like Ann Coulter and
ultimately led to the events being
canceled or modified.
Associate Attorney General
Rachel Brand wrote in a Fox News
opinion piece that certain Berkeley
policies relating to location
restrictions — among other
things — are onerous and applied
selectively. “It doesn’t require
much creativity to turn this policy
into a heckler’s veto,” she wrote
Thursday.
She criticized the policies of
several colleges across the country
but was sure to single out Berkeley.
“Free speech is under attack
at college campuses across the
country,” Brand wrote. “The
problem is not limited to a few
colleges barring radical speakers
to avoid a riot. Universities large
and small, public and private,
are restricting students’ and
professors’ speech or enabling
others to silence speech with
which they disagree.”
In its legal brief, the Justice
Department took aim at the
campus events policy, writing that
the “allegations, if proven, would
sufficiently demonstrate the high
risk of viewpoint discrimination
inherent in the Policies’ grant
to administrators of unchecked
discretion over student-sponsored
speech.”
Attorney General Jeff Sessions
has been outspoken on his
department’s desire to protect free
speech on college campuses. In a
September speech at Georgetown
University, Sessions poked
fun at the fact that Berkeley
offered counseling to anyone in
the community in advance of
conservative speaker Ben Shapiro’s
appearance on campus.
“In the end, Mr. Shapiro spoke
to a packed house,” Sessions said.
“And to my knowledge, no one
fainted, no one was unsafe. No one
needed counseling.”
Partly as a result of its
liberal legacy, Berkeley last
year became the center of a

national conversation about free
speech on college campuses.
Controversial right-wing speakers
including Milo Yiannopoulos,
David Horowitz and Coulter all
attempted to speak on campus
and were met with protests, which
sometimes turned violent.
After Coulter’s April appearance
was scuttled, the Berkeley College
Republicans and the Young
America’s Foundation sued
university officials. That case was
thrown out, but the plaintiffs
filed an amended complaint in
November.
The lawsuit alleged that “though
UC Berkeley promises its students
an environment that promotes free
debate and the free exchange of
ideas, it had breached this promise
through the repressive actions
of University administrators
and campus police, who have
systematically and intentionally
suppressed constitutionallyprotected expression by Plaintiffs
(and the many UC Berkeley
students whose public policy
viewpoints align with Plaintiffs),
simply because that expression
may anger or offend students, UC
Berkeley administrators, and/or
community members who do not
share Plaintiffs’ viewpoints.”
Harmeet Dhillon, a lawyer
representing the plaintiffs,
noted that the Department of
Education’s general counsel signed
the statement of interest. Dhillon
said she hoped the university
will conform its policies to the
Constitution
“I’m glad the DOJ weighed in.
It would have been a natural case
for them take on their own,” she
said. “I think it’s helpful. I mean it’s
the United States supporting our
position on a constitutional legal
issue.”
In an emailed statement,
Berkeley spokesman Dan
Mogulof called the entire lawsuit
“unfounded,” adding that political
views don’t factor into who gets to
speak on campus.
“The campus is committed
to ensuring that student groups
may hold events with speakers
of their choosing, and it has
expended significant resources
to allow events to go forward
without compromising the safety
or security of the campus,” said
Mogulof.
“This suit has already been
dismissed by the court once. The
campus will continue to vigorously
defend itself against these
allegations.”

World
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‘Their strategy to overcome the U.S. surge’
3 major attacks in Kabul
come in span of only 10 days
By Shashank Bengali
and Sultan Faizy
Los Angeles Times

KABUL, Afghanistan — With U.S. troops
surging into Afghanistan, Taliban militants
challenged a new and inexperienced U.S.
president with an escalating campaign of
bombings that illustrated the difficulties of
winning the war.
The year was 2009, the president was Barack
Obama and the cheap and devastating Taliban
tactic was the roadside bomb, which quickly
became the No. 1 killer of both U.S.-led
coalition forces and Afghan civilians.
Nearly a decade later, with President Donald
Trump renewing the war effort by sending
thousands more troops and expanding their
combat mission, Afghanistan is experiencing
another grim spike in insurgent violence with
three major attacks in Kabul that killed at least
136 people within a span of 10 days.
The latest came Monday when five militants
attacked an Afghan army unit guarding the
country's main military academy, killing at
least 11 soldiers and wounding 16 others,
officials said.
The attack in Kabul, for which Islamic State
claimed responsibility, began before dawn and
sparked a gun battle that continued for several
hours. The capital's weary residents awoke to
more carnage on a day that had been declared
a holiday to mourn victims of the last bombing
– less than 48 hours earlier, when a Taliban
assailant blew up a car bomb disguised as an
ambulance outside a hospital, killing at least
103 people.
"It's similar to what happened during the
Obama surge, that instead of confronting
NATO forces on the battlefield they opted
for these low-cost terrorist attacks, and they
have been very effective," said Haroun Mir, a
political analyst in Kabul.
"It is becoming obvious that the insurgents,
with three or four attackers, are capable of
paralyzing the capital," Mir said.
Every attack now seems to come more
quickly than Afghans can recover from
the one before. A week before the hospital
bombing, a handful of Taliban gunmen raided
the Intercontinental hotel, a landmark in the
capital, and killed 22 people, including four
U.S. citizens.
The last time Afghanistan endured a week
this deadly was barely three months ago, when
more than 200 soldiers and civilians were
killed, including at least 50 in an Islamic Stateclaimed attack on a Shiite mosque in Kabul.
Violence in Afghanistan used to take a
breather in winter, when cold conditions made
it more difficult for insurgents to move back
and forth across the border from their havens
in Pakistan. But 16 years after the U.S.-led
military invasion toppled the Taliban, the

increasingly unrelenting pace of bombings has
damaged Afghans' faith in their government
and raised questions about Trump's strategy to
stifle the militants.
In boosting the U.S. troop presence from
11,000 to 15,000 and giving U.S. commanders
greater authority to strike militants, Trump
implicitly endorsed the idea that Taliban
insurgents could be defeated on the battlefield,
or at least weakened enough that they would
be forced to negotiate a truce with the Kabul
government.
But that strategy hinges on the performance
of Afghan security forces, trained and equipped
largely by the U.S. at a cost of some $70
billion since 2002, who have proven woefully
incapable of stopping devastating attacks
against supposedly well-guarded targets.
The ambulance attacker got past a security
checkpoint by claiming he was ferrying a
wounded patient; the Intercontinental siege
went on for 15 hours and required U.S. troops
to respond to assist the Afghans.
The Taliban have shown little regard for
civilian lives; analysts say their goal is to
weaken the resolve of Afghanistan's foreign
backers, mainly the United States, by showing
they can strike anywhere and at any time.
"Time is with the Taliban," Mir said. "They
know that Trump is in office for four years,
and two years from now there will be another
election and another political debate about
whether the U.S. should stay in Afghanistan or
not. These kinds of attacks show their strength
while avoiding confrontation – that's their
strategy to overcome the U.S. surge."
Gen. Joseph Votel, the head of U.S. Central
Command who was in Kabul at the time of
the ambulance attack, told reporters that the
increasing violence "does not impact our
commitment to Afghanistan" and that victory
was "absolutely" possible.
Since the end of 2014, when the U.S.-led
coalition shifted to more of an advisory role
and gave Afghan forces responsibility for
security, the annual number of "security
incidents" recorded by the United Nations
Mission in Afghanistan has risen by more than
10 percent, according to an analysis published
Monday by Thomas Ruttig, co-director of the
Kabul-based Afghanistan Analysts Network.
"All parties to the conflict – the Taliban, the
Afghan and the U.S. government – are almost
entirely focused on the war...and achieving
military advantage," Ruttig wrote.
Under Obama's surge, the number of U.S.
troops rose from fewer than 40,000 to nearly
100,000, and the pace of fighting rose at the
same time.
"What happened during Obama's surge of
2010 to 2012 could be repeated, that we see a
mutually reinforcing spiral of escalation of the
conflict," Ruttig wrote.
The recent attacks also point to a bloody

Photo: Tribune News Service

Taliban militants have been engaging in terrorist attacks instead of confronting NATO forces.
tussle between the Taliban, Afghanistan's
largest insurgent group, and supporters of
Islamic State, who U.S. officials say number less
than 1,000 in pockets of eastern and northern
Afghanistan. The tit-for-tat bombings by
members of the rival militant groups, Ruttig
said in an interview, reflects "something of a
competition over who, on the insurgents' side,
dominates the war theater."
In interviews, many Afghans blamed
President Ashraf Ghani's 3-year-old
government, which they argued is preoccupied
with political squabbles and too slow to stamp
out corruption that has hollowed out the army
and police.
In a news conference Sunday, top security
officials did little to reassure Afghans about
their response. Interior Minister Wais
Ahmad Barmak blamed intelligence lapses
and insurgent spies inside the Afghan forces.
Intelligence chief Mohammad Masoum
Stanikzai said, "Some incidents really cannot be
stopped."
Abdullah Hasanzadah, a 24-year-old who
said he lost a friend in the ambulance attack,
said he didn't blame individual soldiers or
police for the security failures.
"It's a major concern that the leadership
is corrupt and it's their weaknesses that
jeopardize our lives," Hasanzadah said.
Remote parts of Afghanistan have long
been outside government control. The Taliban
maintain "shadow governors" in many

outlying areas where they collect taxes and
settle disputes. As of October the government
controlled or held sway over only 57 percent
of the country's 407 districts, according to
the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan
Reconstruction, a U.S. watchdog.
U.S. officials say the statistics are misleading
because most insurgent-controlled districts are
sparsely populated, and their strategy has been
to provide security in cities and towns where
most Afghans live.
But that isn't working, not even to safeguard
supposedly fortified military installations. In
the past 12 months militants have infiltrated a
major base outside the northern city of Mazar-e
Sharif and killed more than 100 soldiers, a
stunning breach that prompted the resignations
of Afghanistan's defense minister and army
chief, and killed approximately 50 people at
Kabul's main military hospital.
With military targets so often attacked, many
civilians said they feel even more vulnerable.
Some Kabul residents said they were avoiding
crowds and busy streets, restricting their
movements and returning home before
nightfall.
Omid Azimi, a 19-year-old high school
graduate, said he prays each time he leaves
the house. He has also begun carrying a piece
of paper in his wallet on which he's written a
relative's phone number.
"In case I get killed or wounded," he said, "it
would be easy for people to inform my family."

challengers was Ahmed Shafiq, a former
prime minister, Cabinet minister and air force
commander. Living in self-imposed exile in the
United Arab Emirates, where he fled after losing
a presidential election to Islamist Mohamed
Morsi, Shafiq had announced his candidacy in
November — only to be detained and deported
back to Egypt, where he briefly disappeared.
Upon resurfacing, he declared on Twitter that
he was "not the ideal person" to try to run the
country.
Another hopeful who emerged only to find
himself behind bars was Col. Ahmed Konsowa,
who threw his hat in the ring back in December,
but was arrested soon after and sentenced to
six years in prison after trial by a military court.
The French news agency Agence-France Presse
quoted his lawyer as saying that the sentence was
for "political opinions contrary to requirements of
public order."
Q: Did that scare off other potential
candidates?
A: This month, a nephew of assassinated
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat said he would
not jump into the race as expected, citing an
atmosphere of fear and intimidation. Mohamed
Anwar Sadat, a former lawmaker, was expelled
last year by parliament.
Then last week, Khaled Ali, a prominent
human rights lawyer, also decided against
entering the race. He had been critical of official
roadblocks to formally getting on the ballot,
including a suspended jail sentence for what
he said were trumped-up charges. At a news
conference Wednesday announcing his decision,
Ali declared that the "opportunity for hope" in
connection with the vote was gone.
Also last week, another contender, former
army chief of staff Sami Annan, was detained – a
move that drove him out of the race and was
seen as evidence al-Sisi was willing to move
even against other members of his own milieu:
active or retired members of Egypt's military
establishment.
Critics say not only potential presidential
challengers, but their supporters as well, face
serious dangers. Annan backer Hesham Geneina,

a corruption whistle-blower, was physically
assaulted last week by unknown assailants,
leaving him with broken bones and knife wounds,
according to his lawyer.
Q: How has the opposition responded?
A: Egypt's political opposition tends to be
highly fragmented, but five opposition figures,
including Sadat and two of Annan's former
campaign aides, have banded together and called
for a boycott of the March vote. In a statement
issued Sunday, they said the outcome would not
be credible.
Q: Is Egypt bothered by criticism of its electoral
process and al-Sisi's policies?
A: It would seem so. Strict laws limit public
protests, civil society organizations are under
heavy pressure and access to dozens of news web
sites have been blocked. Egypt's Foreign Ministry
reacted angrily to a statement issued last week
by Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz. In it, McCain
criticized the human rights crackdown that has
taken place under al-Sisi. The senator pointed
to the imprisoning of tens of thousands of
dissidents, many of them young people, and said
recent years had seen Egypt "lurch dangerously
backwards." The ministry retorted that McCain's
statement included "unfounded accusations" and
"fallacies."
Q: How did al-Sisi take power?
A: After a period of upheaval following the
revolution that toppled Mubarak, the country
held its first democratic elections in 2012, and
Morsi was elected. But a year later, he was ousted
from office and jailed by al-Sisi, with the backing
of Egypt's military, and the former military officer
then moved ahead with a broad crackdown on
Morsi's movement, the Muslim Brotherhood. In
2014, Sisi garnered nearly 97 percent of the vote
against a lone opponent.
Q: Might someone still make a last-minute run
against al-Sisi after all?
In what could be a face-saving scenario for the
president, weekend news reports in Egypt said
the Wafd Party, which had stated its support for
al-Sisi, was seeking to put forth its leader, Sayed
Badawi, as a candidate. But as of Sunday, the party
appeared to be wavering on that plan.

Egypt’s election seemingly dwindles to one candidate
By Laura King

Tribune Washington Bureau
Seven years after massive street protests in
Cairo that toppled longtime dictator Hosni
Mubarak and galvanized "Arab Spring" revolts
across the region, Egypt's field of hopefuls in its
presidential election has essentially dwindled to
one: President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
And for supporters of the former field marshal,
that's a bit embarrassing: Even if al-Sisi scores a
near-unanimous victory at the ballot box, as he
did in a previous vote, many in his camp would
like him to have at least a symbolic opponent. But
critics say it is the president's backers who have
engineered a string of abrupt bowings-out by
potential rivals.
With the nationwide vote set for late March,
Egypt is in familiar territory: furiously denying
claims by democracy advocates, and a prominent
U.S. senator, that the country has lurched
backward into repression that is reminiscent of
Mubarak's three decades of harsh rule.

Those accusations would be bolstered if
the vote is little more than a rubber-stamp
referendum on the rule of al-Sisi, 63, who has
received little in the way of pushback from
the Trump administration over accusations of
widespread human rights abuses.
With the last of al-Sisi's main rivals having
exited, and the president officially in the running,
here is a look at Egypt's upcoming vote and the
personalities and issues surrounding it.
Question: What are the requirements for
entering the race?
Answer: The deadline for candidates to
declare and qualify is Monday. Candidates need
the stated support of at least 20 lawmakers, or
petition signatures from 25,000 eligible voters
in 15 governorates, or states. The initial round
of voting is set to take place March 26-28, with a
second round to be held the following month if
no candidate wins a majority.
Q: Who has thought about running, only to
drop out?
A: One of al-Sisi's best-known potential

Photo: Tribune News Service

Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (right) has become Egypt’s projected winner of their presidential election.
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ʻSoleʼ: Envisioning empathetic play

An interview with Gossamer Gamesʼ Thomas Sharpe
By Britton Rozzelle
Staff Writer

Having your gaming project noticed by
publishers and press can be a difficult battle,
especially for new developers. Indie projects
by the thousands are released on Valve’s Steam
platform on a weekly basis, but a select few have
the chance to be picked up for release on a major
home console.
After months of development and almost
6,000 views on the official Xbox channel, “Sole,”
created through Gossamer Games, is one of those
projects.
Described succinctly as, “an ethereal adventure
about painting with light,” Thomas Sharpe of the
Philadelphia game company serves as director
for the project, available later this year for PC and
Xbox One.
“Sole” was recently shown off at MAGfest in
Baltimore, a yearly four-day festival for games,
music and art. This followed a year of growth and
development for the game and the team behind
it, sprouting from a successful Kickstarter (that
raised over $16,000), and which included adding
new team members to help with development.
“Outside of our composer who’s a big music
guy, none of us had actually been to or heard of
MAGfest, so we didn’t really know what we were
getting into,” Sharpe said. “We had been reassured
by our composer that this would be awesome for
us to participate in.”
Shown off on the Xbox One console for
various demonstrations throughout the event,
“Sole” was one of the more talked about indies on
social media, especially within the Philadelphia
scene.
“We were excited; everywhere we’ve taken the
game and everyone we’ve shown it to has been a
great experience,” Sharpe said. “People have been
responding really positively, which is such an
encouraging sign for everyone on the team.”
Just five members strong, Gossamer Games
was established out of Drexel University’s
Entrepreneurial Game Studio, which exists for
students and graduates to transition from student
projects to commercial indie projects. That
bridge, however, remains a difficult one to cross,
even with a talented crew.
“Drexel is still one of the top ranked game
development programs in the country,” Sharpe
said. “It has a great curriculum and a great faculty,
but we had a very small class — maybe 20 of us
— and upon graduation, I’d say only five or six of
us ended up working in the industry.
“It’s a very small amount, even coming from
one of the top programs in the country, so as you
can imagine, breaking into the industry coming
from the perspective of a recent graduate is really
difficult.”
Sharpe attributes some of the difficulty for
students to the sheer number of games, especially

indies, available across all platforms. Just last year,
Valve worked to crack down on this phenomena,
as small, cheap games were taking spotlight space
away from indies on the store.
“The thing is that a lot of them (indie games)
are really good,” Sharpe said. “You have these
experienced devs (developers) coming from the
AAA space and branching out and doing their
own indie projects, so trying to break through the
noise and compete with these veteran designers
for the same space in the market is a challenge.
“We’ve had a lot of support from Drexel, from
our Kickstarter and the community. I feel like
we’re in the right space at the right time with the
right people.”
Part of that connection comes from working
in Philadelphia on this project, with help from
three different groups that make up the local
scene — the Entrepreneurial Game Studio, The
International Game Developer Association
chapter of Philadelphia, and Philadelphia Game
Mechanics.
“We have a really good student community,”
Sharpe said. “We’re making a lot of connections
and we’re starting to see everyone feeding off of
each other, so I think in a few years there’s going
to be a lot coming out from Philadelphia from the
indie scene.”
“Sole” and Storytelling
“Naturally, the things we’re experiencing in
our lives and the emotional experiences we’re all
having...our goal is turning those into a video
game,” Sharpe said.
Inspired by aesthetically driven games that
feature art and atmosphere rather than story like
those from Thatgamecompany (of “Journey” and
“Flower” fame), or more recently “Abzu,” “Sole”
exists as a playable experience not to tell a specific
story, but to portray emotion.
“We’re really interested in exploring video
games as an empathetic medium and basing
our games on trying to capture certain feelings
through play,” Sharpe explained. “When we sat
down and started thinking of ideas, we weren’t
really thinking in terms of what you would be
doing in the game or what the mechanics were,
but focusing really on what we wanted the player
to feel.”
Much like any other creative work, the team
had to first settle on their goals and ambitions for
the project — specifically something that could
be well-received and accepted by a new public
audience.
“Early on, we decided that it would be
interesting to explore the idea of being lost
and not knowing where you’re going or what
you’re doing, which, in hindsight, makes total
sense because this is our first kind of big title so
we don’t know what we’re doing,” Sharpe said,
laughing.
“It’s almost very natural that we try and capture
that emotion because it’s something we’re all

feeling right now,” he continued. “We’re all trying
to wander through and figure out how this all
works, which is actually what the game is all
about.”
Exploration in this context is something
explored in other games like “What Remains of
Edith Finch,” where the player experiences short
vignettes that tell a tale. The big thing is — it’s up
to the player to piece things together.
“I would say there are a lot of really awesome
games out right now that are doing some great
things with storytelling,” Sharpe said. “With
‘Sole,’ we’re less concerned with telling an explicit
story than capturing a certain feeling through the
atmosphere of the game.”
In “Sole” that atmosphere almost acts as a
character itself, working with the player to change
and shift as the emotions do. Grass and trees
grow where the player’s light touches, music
changes depending on where and how you
move, and it all ties together into one cohesive
experience.
“The main mechanic of the game is
exploration, but we have the music responding to
your movement and the visuals; you’re lighting
things up around you,” Sharpe explained.
“Everything is hinging on the player’s action
and how they’re moving through the space. It’s a
different form of storytelling.”
What’s next for Gossamer Games
Within the coming months, Gossamer Games
looks to continue work on “Sole” in order to reach
a release by the end of this year, as well as starting
development on a new project that will build off
of experience gained from the process of making
their first big game — this time working with the
Chemical Heritage Foundation.
“We started working with one of the local
museums here in Philly called the Chemical
Heritage Foundation, and they are a museum that
specializes in collecting paintings and artwork
regarding science and the history of science,”
Sharpe said. “They were interested in turning
some of their paintings into an interactive video
game so people didn’t have to go to the museum
to engage and experience their artwork.”
According to Sharpe, this new project will take
the form of a first person puzzle game based on
the history of alchemy.
“We’re doing some balancing acts here,”
Sharpe explained. “But we’re doing this really
cool museum project too, which is great because
that really is helping us establish ourselves as a
professional team here in Philadelphia.”
“Sole” will be released later this year on Steam
and itch.io, with a console version announced
for Xbox One, but with no set release date. For
more information on Sharpe and the team, visit
gossamer.games.
Britton Rozzelle can be reached at edinboro.
spectator@gmail.com.

There’s never been a game that
accurately and effectively recreates
the high speed action and intensity of
the battles found in Akira Toriyama’s
world-famous series, “Dragon Ball.”
Growing up, I used to run home
everyday in order to catch it on
Toonami in time, watching as Goku
and his friends tackled battle after
battle to protect the world.
And up until middle school, I
used to buy all of the games because
I couldn’t get enough of the series.
Eventually, I grew out of it.
Or so I thought.
I’ve been playing “Dragon Ball
FighterZ” pretty much non-stop since
it came out in the states. I’m as back in
as one can be.
Blending the flashy animation from
the original series with the incredible
artistic talents at Arc System Works
— of “Guilty Gear” and “Persona 4
Arena” fame — “FighterZ” stands out
as an accessible and easy-to-learn
fighting game that can bring people
together: both new fans here for the
gameplay, and old fans of the seminal
anime.
Featuring a 24-character roster of
those from across the series’ expansive
timeline, “FighterZ” has something
for everyone, from grappler characters
like Android 16, to flashy rush-down
types like Yamcha. Being only a fourbutton fighter and having easy-to-do

combos, this game has a very low skill
floor, but an exceedingly high skill
ceiling, meaning it’s really easy to get
into, but leaves enough complexities
and options to make it worth
mastering. The controls are smooth
and responsive, and the game operates
at an amazingly clear 1080p/60 FPS
that is impressive to behold.
“Dragon Ball FighterZ” oozes style
and a flashiness that only Arc System
Works can harness. Stages burst with
color and life. Every frame is lovingly
hand animated to make the game feel
(and look) like you’re just playing an
episode of the series.
The story is original to this game
and each character in the roster gets
lengthy cut-scenes and branching
paths. That core mode isn’t too long,
but it’s well-made and a good way to
master each of the characters before
taking them online.
Fighting games are on a notable
return to the public eye and that only
has helped the quality and quantity
of them in the past few years. With
this in mind, “Dragon Ball FighterZ”
stands heads above some of the
competition, making a very clear and
powerful case for the idea that fighting
games can be both easy to learn and
fun to master.
Britton Rozzelle can be reached at
edinboro.spectator@gmail.com.

